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Trying to talk to the Regal management about the situation won't
holding its monthly music contest do any good, because they won't
and you are sitting in the audience. discuss it - although the initial
A young man by the name of D.A. banning of Smart's rap was reSmart is on the stage performing versed and he went on to win the
his rap "Black People Ain't Preju- next contest.
So, have you decided what you
dice, We're Just Mad.· After he
finishes, he is disqualified. How do think of Smart's rap being censored?
you feel about this?
Chicago area rap artist Shoeresh
Why Smart's rap was disqualiCoppage, 17, from Hyde Park Cafied depends on who you ask ....
An employee of the Chicago reer Academy said censorship is
Defender, a newspaper serving an "intrusion on my rights ."
the black community, said that in Coppage also said that rap is his
Smart's rap "His anger was geared last means of expression and he
toward whites." Ms. Brooks , who expresses new ideas through murefused to give her first name, went sic.
Still, some rap artists think that
on to say that Smart infers that the
white population has no respect tor warning labels should be on spethe black man, "which is a total lie." cific discs, not so much to censor
Ms. Brooks read part of the lyrics them, but as a warning to parents
from Smart's rap. She said she about the type of music their chilBy Kristen Petrillo
was unable to finish, not because dren are buying. Robert English
Lane Tech
the lyrics were profane but because Jr., 16, another rap artist from Metshe felt they were disturbing and ropolitan, said that explicit language
she felt she couldn't repeat them. is "OK to a certain extent." Coppage
For the most part "Black People said that the vulgar "language disAin't Prejudice, We're Just Mad" gusts him" when he hears it coming
tells about black history. Mentioned from little children's mouths. He
are the slave trade, Roots, white says that when he was that age,
supremacy and Klu Klux Klan. In you "never heard kids saying that
addition there are a few grizzly de- stuff."
But is rap a common target for
scriptions of violence such as a
pregnant woman being hung and censorship? English and Coppage
her unborn child smashed on the feel that it is. English said it is
because there are fewer supportground.
Leonard Mussey (Smart's record ers of rap than other forms of muproducer) said that Smart's lyrics sic. On the other hand, Smart said
were "clean," meaning there was that it is because "blacks domino foul language 1n the rap. He also nate" the rap industry as performstated that the rap was "historically ers. When talking about artists like
correct." Mussey feels it was the Too Short and Ice T, they "speak on
media that created the controversy blackness" and Smart thinks that
surrounding Smart's rap.
that is part of the reason rap is a
common target for censor~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ship.
Picture it.
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following week., March 18-22. I IURRY TIME IS
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Love
for two regions
causes teen's
turmoil
over Gulf war
By Najia Zarif
Whitney Young

the
old;
ba<:k was soaked
ere gr~nade had
., .
: In her ha,nd·she held a
,. ·.· Strlris
· When she pull~ lt~
so.e and several American soldiers blew up.
My cabdriver said he stood
the side of the road
·and watched: ·.·..>· ·
. He s;:M that" tha{pofnt. his irtf'\ate ttvst in child reo
vanlsl}ed. ·Even ihe.jnnocent young were..enemies. "l
formed an·evll. eye_\vhfCh shot chlldren: he said. Ha
learned to ct?'Wlow to the golden rule otwar, which says
shoot ot- be .shllf, .··: .,
.·
.
He described time~ when he would go out drinking
with" his friends.and the next day he saw those same
, frietJc!s' ·aead. ..,. , . .,. ..
. .
.
,
·"In wat. We ~comt:ls cheap," he·explaf.ned.
He told of ti111es when lle fought in the same potholes
as Sotlth Vietnamese women and how stricken he was
when those. women 'were killed: [low.those solid ideas
of fhe mal~f prote:ctor were (:rush~d.
·· ·
He ca;ne back. from Vieti'tam injured not only physl· ·'
ca!ly but also mentally. T.be .government, he said,
,.
treated hfm. welL 'B:Ut 'he said he had more trouble with .
adfustlng into th(l maln$tream .wain.
.,_ :. Or1e 'of the things that frightened pim th~ most was
.. ffl~ feat that he would get mad ~rt$ day .<:lnd kill some- :
..:.,, ......,._i?.ne..)je.ttiought that he.might
to a .bar and become..,:
catlght in a fight! Wourd he kill again? He feared that
.:'· ... de!rtn fi.ad·beoome
synonymous:with anger that

a

by

at.

gq

so

·: ' _controt:wcuUfba lmposslbte:• . -\. . . /.· .

·.

N

, ..

:.,<·''·

,. ,. ::. -Then,·when l)e !Jecaroe physically healthy, he found ,.

he had an unexpec~ed obstacle;<·Even thoogh he 'got ).'.

···

,.:" two_degr~~.ficm ,Lincoln Uni~erslty in Jefferson City, · ·
.; Mo•• he;ebi.ildn't fino a decent fob. · · ; · , ·
·

·:· t:ie- blames tge peace demons~raie(s for .giving the ·
Vets a bad. reputalion~ ,. He"feels that the so-called
:· ·iifppr.es~ ideas g.'f}~inue to loUuenCf;l' ~he mind$ of'
e:mptoy~rs.-

. ,..,..,-

··~·

..

. -

. '·

:

·

•Today, with the fr~ War b~ing, he continues to

nave a deep hatred foe the anti-war protesters. ''I wish· ·

'that they couldbe hung Of sent to a forei9f1 CoUiltry.

Tti'W do oot vl'lderstMd what they are dolng. They ara

< "

narrow ~nd bJinded."
And though h& said he doosnyt wish war on his worst
eMmy, he thinl\5 the current coe needs to be fought. "f
fee~ that Sadd'am Hvs$ehi as the aggressor needs to b.e
put in hls pfac.e," he said. ·
I walked awa!f with a new perspective of the recent
war and how it affects the people involved. on the front
liMs. How gun fire hurts peopJQ, An<:l how it f~els when
it stops.

I grew up in a small, rural country called
Afghanistan. It was a country where men
were still chivalrous. It was a peaceful land, a
land so far back in technology that farmers still
used the wooden plow for farming.
I remember the rolling grass, beautiful pink
marble mountains, and crystal-clear flowing
streams and creeks. I remember riding on my
horse in the dark, cool forests.
Then one day, the earth began to roll and
groan. Animals scurried into the forests. The
little children were told by their parents that an
earthquake was occurring.
They were wrong.
What occurred that day was worse than any
earthquake to me. My beautiful homeland was
taken over by the mighty, strong and cruel
Soviets. It was their
tanks rolling on my
country's dirt that caused
the earth to grumble so
violently. The tanks
came by the thousands
and crushed everything
in their paths. The
Soviets took over my
··::
sweet home in December 1979.
From the beginning to end of the conflict in
the Middle East, I had conflicting emotions
within me. !lived in Iran for nearly two years
and then my family and I moved on to Iraq for
nearly a year. In both countries I made many
friends. The young boys that I knew - Iraqis
Khalil and Saimar, and Iranians Abdullah and
Zabei- are young adults now.
I also know from personal experience that
they were very much involved in the recent
war. When the war broke out in my country,
boys as young as 9 years old took up semiautomatic machine guns and went out to the
battlefields. Having seen little boys killing
grown men in the Afghan-Russo war also lets
me know that the young boys in Kuwait
probably did the same thing. I imagine that by
killing the enemy, these men and young boys
were easing their pain.
When Iraq invaded Kuwait, I was very upset.
I knew how the people of Kuwait felt about
being taken over by a stronger power and not
having the chance to fight back because the
bully had just advanced and had not given
them the chance to go for their guns. I feel
that Saddam Hussein was very cruel in
invading the people of Kuwait, and I feel what
President Bush did was right. No one has the
right to take over someone else's homeland.
I am an Arabic Moslem. The people that

President Bush's men were killing are
also Moslem. I feel a certain kinship with
anyone who is Moslem. It was taught to
us in the Ouran, our holy book, that we
must love our fellow Moslem sisters and
brothers
But my fellow Moslem brother, Saddam
Hussein, took over Kuwait and also killed
American men and women. Even though
many of the American soldiers are not
Moslems, they are still natives of the
country I was brought up in. I have lived
in this country for nearly eight years and
have been an American citizen for almost
two years and I am proud to say it. But
you must understand the personal war
that is waging within me.
Many of rr.y
relatives were on
Hussein's side
because he and his
people are Moslem.
My close friends
supported the
American troops but
not the war.
I don't know where
I am. I guess I an1
somewhere in between. George Bush
and the American troops killed Moslem
people, but at the same time, there were
Moslem Arabs on the American side. I
fear that Khalil and Abdullah met on a
battlefield and proceeded to fight, never
knowing they were both my friends.
Then there is Saddam Hussein. The
only reason he invaded a tiny Moslem
country was greed.
There is really no one to blame in this
war, at least not for me. The war is
senseless to me. I think both sides
should just try to listen to what the other
side is asking for.
Maybe now that this war is over, I'll
begin to understand where I stand on this
issue. Now, maybe I'll be able to understand why I felt such anguish and anger
when I heard that Moslem Iraqi citizens
were being bombed. Maybe I will
understand why I also felt such remorse
that American soldiers were dying while
trying to liberate a small country of a
demented dictator, just as my people did
when we were invaded by the Soviets.
Maybe now, after the war, I will
understand all of the reasons for my
mixed emotions.
Maybe.

"... The tanks came
by the thousands
and crushed everything
in their paths... "
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"Caress" poem praised

"Euthanasia"
article hits home

"Euthanasia" article
informative, well-written

I am writing to you about the
article "What is Life Support Worth?"
Since my grandfather just passed
away a couple of weeks ago and he
was on a life support system, I
could really relate to this article. I
really think that this system just
prolongs the pain of the death of a
loved one. It was confusing to know
that he was still there but really
gone. I wouldn't want anyone to
experience this pain. Thanks so
much for the article. It came right
when I needed it.

I found Sonia Lal's article on euthanasia to be very well writ1en. It
exposed all varymg viewpoints on
the subject. The article was unbiased and allowed spokespersons
for pro-life and pro-choice equal
time to express theirviews in detail.
This article explained euthanasia
including the legalities. I also feel
that both sides offered legitimate
arguments, giving the readers the
opportunity to explore points of view
which were previously unknown and
therefore never considered.
This article alerted those who
are considering a living will to put
this plan into action and take the
legal steps required prior to their
deaths. The importance of this
mat1er is made known in this article.
Congratulations to Sonia Lal for
he r most educational and informative and well-writ1en work.

Lucia Ochoa

Reader agrees
with euthanasia
I absolutely agree with the practice of euthanasia and support the
people who are for it. Why should
families suffer and watch their loved
ones live life as a vegetable? Who
are they (people of Pro-Life Action
League) to fight over whether a
person sho uld be on life support
when the victim's family oppose
otherwise?

Megan Scdoris

Min Kang

I loved your poem "The last caress," in the February issue of New
Expression. I think that every 1ssue
should have some poems 1n it It
give the poets a chance to show the
poems to others, and it just makes
it better just to have poems in the
New Expression.

Fan of comic's drawing, not story line
Glenn Angeles
I'm writing to you to say how great your newspaper is. One
thing I would like to compliment your staff on is the comics.
Whoever draws Academy 2050 are great drawers The
drawings were so good, especially the Mechsuits. One thing,
I was confused by the story.
One problem I had w1th your comic was that the story of
your comic could be more funny or more act1ve. instead of
standing in the middle. The story of a robot holding a woman
in captivity and doing nothing, but isn't that exciting. For me
the thing that kept me in the comic was the drawings.

"Caress"
is empathetic portrayal
I'd like to comment on the poem
that was written in last month's
issue. The girl w ho wrote the poem
knows just about how all girls feel
after situations like that. I'd really
like to add that you should expand
thepaperforapoetry section. Teenagers seem to like poetry a lot and
I feel the section would be appreciated.
Renee

Suhan Choe

F. Richardson

"Inspiration" a heart-warmer
I enjoyed the short story "inspiration" in the section Young Chicago.
I found it heart warming and something that I can relate to by my own
experience. The story made me
feel good inside like a fairy tale
would, yet it had a realistic ending
which made it better than if "they
lived happily ever after." I urge you
to print more authors in the Young
Chicago section.
Andrea Davis

"Dread locks"
story
educational
I was interested in
reading your article on
"Dreadlocks" in this
month's (February) edition of New Expression. I am glad
that people not influenced by that
culture now know the basic facts on
this unique hairstyle. My stepfather
and stepbrother are both Jamaican,
so I understand the concept, and
your article helped others undarstand toe.
Joel Bradley

"Dreadlocks"
writer misdirected
Your article in the February issue
about "Musmgs on Dreadlocks in
School and Workplace" was not a
good one. I believe that appearance is the most important thing in
an office or school setting. If one is
qualified or even over-qualified but
their appearance is less-than satisfactory, their chances of be1ng
hired for a JOb ts slim.
A person who chooses to wear
dreadlocks must also choose to not
work in good office settings. Most
offices require standards to which
their employees must uphold. This
also goes for most schools, public
and pnvate.

II

"Genocide"
article poses
problem s
well - what
about
answers?
Your article, "The Genocide
Question" (February) was excellent and informative. I agree with
Clarence Lang, the writer, fully. I
have realized over the years the
change in black males today. This
article showed me that someone
else has noticed the changes and
is also concerned about our
society's welfare. Clarence Lang
used worthy sources and seemed
very knowledgeable. However, I
feel that since he seemed concerned, he could have offered a
suggestion on how to solve the
problem. Other than that, the article was great.
Frederica Malone

"Butterfly" stresses unity
I really liked the poem "Black
Butterfly" in the New Expression. It
shows we need for people to get
together regardless of color or race.
The black butterfly represents the
black man rising to the top, the
perfect poem for black history
month'

Vlckkl Willis
New Expression MARCH1991

Renate DaSilva

STD article appreciated
Comic column
no laughing matter
I'm distressed that I didn't see an
article in this month's paper concerning comics. Actually, I'm not
quite worried at all because the
writer doesn·t know anything about
comics. Who cares about G. I. Joe
and the Punisher? Why don't you
say anything about the Marvel
takeover of DC, or about the new
Spiderman series. Well, that's basically all, except get a new writer
or have him learn something about
comics.
Sevan Muradian

1

I would like to comment on the article on STD's. It IS very
important to know about saxualiy transmit1ed diseases Many
pacple know about A!DS but don't !~now the real facts. And it's
not just AIDS out there, there's so many diseases out there that
can kill ::.nd keep you sterile 1f you do;-:'t have the knowledge of
them. I really like th1s article because I think 1t is important for
us to know about these things. I hope this article gets through
to people especially the teer.-agers.
Most teen-agers are so sexually active that it is a shame. I'm
15 years old and most oi my fne;,cs don't have the slightest
idea of what an STD is. It's really a shame, because we are th9
future and if we are killed oil by these diseases, there will be
no futur'3. I really appreciate New E,;pression for bringing ovt
this article, it is very, very good.
Sharelle Gilbert

Comic column
needs to expand
I am giving a complaint about the
certain person who babbles about
comics. First things first, this person should know what he/she is
talking about. This person only stays
within the Marvel and DC (Detective Com1cs) universe. He/she has
not expander his/her horizon to Include independent companies like
Eternity Comics, First, and many
more. Thrs person has a lot to learn
about the true meaning of comrcs.
For example, New Expression s
January issue, nobody reads G. I.
Joe.
Miguel Molina

Write to us!
We invite the readers to share their ideas
with other teens in the city. But we reserve the
right to edit leners; the more concise the lener,
the less we will have to edit from it to fit our
space.
Send your letters to:
New Expression
207 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IL 60604
~'Please include your school name and lelephone number"

Oftentimes sexism is thought
of as entirely an adutt issue.
After all, we were born in the '70s
and grew up in the '80s. During
these two decades there have
been many changes in typical
gender roles.
More and more women entered
the work force, permeating all
levels and fields. Single mothers
were no longer condemned as
social pariah. It was increasingly
becoming all right for women to
enjoy sex. Fathers learned to
take a more active child-rearing
role.
Well, then, sexism should be
obsolete. After being raised in
such an open liberal environment,
we should be free from all gender
roles and stereotypes. Right?
.... Wrong .
Perhaps the era was not as
open and liberal as it seemed. It
is easier to change people's
occupations than it is their
actions.
Women are still expected to
maintain outside jobs while
maintaining their "womanly
duties" of cooking, cleaning and
child-rearing. Men are still
expected to make more money
and to be the provider and
protector of the family. There is
st1ll discrimination toward women
on the job. Women are still
objectified in many pageants,
movies and magazines.
You may be wondering how
that affects you and why it is your
concern We are the products of
our environment. The parents of
this era have passed some of
their views to us, their children.
From birth, many girls are
adorned in ruffles, ribbon s and
bows. They are praised for
acting like "little ladies" and
constantly told to "be nice." They
are given dolls and kitchen sets
to play with. Their role model is
Barbie, a doll with a perfect body,
permanent smile, large wardrobe
and a constant companion, Ken.
Boys, on the other hand, are

treated differently. After the
toddler stage, all of their stuffed
animals are replaced by trucks,
guns and building blocks. Any
attempt to show emotion is
countered with "be a little man" or
"don't be a sissy". Any bad
behavior is explained away by
"boys will be boys."
But puberty is the age where
things really change. Even
previously enlightened adults
revert back to the rites and rituals
of the Dark Ages.
Girls and guys no longer seem
to be able to have friendly,
platonic relationships. A girl in a
group of guys is labeled either
'1ast" or a ''tomboy." A boy in a
group of girls is labeled
"sissy." When girls and
boys do try to develop
friendships, they are
assumed to be a couple
and are embarrassed into
terminating the friendship.
As teens, we find that
sexism or outdated roles
show themselves in our
daily lives. It is not a
matter of who gets promoted,
who makes dinner or who makes
the most money.
It rears its ugly head in many
different areas, at home, at
school and in the social arena.
Teens find that they have to
face sex1sm within their family.
They are subject to all of the
biases of their parents. Some
parents think that girls are to be
pampered and guys are to be
tough. Other parents have high
ideals for their daughters and let
their sons do what ever they
please.
Take family A and family 8 as
examples:
Family A has four members,
Mr. A, Mrs. A, Muffy, and Bill.
Muffy is treated as a princess.
She has all of the dance and
piano lessons she wants. She is
daddy's little girl and mother's
little angel. She is always
adorned in the latest fashions

and never wants for anything. To
her parents school is secondary
to her social life. They just
expect her to do well enough in
high school to get into a decent
college where it is expected that
she will marry some up and
coming MBA.
Her brother Bitt, on the other
hand, is raised to be a real man.
He is encouraged to do well in
school. He is encouraged to join
the family conversations about
politics, finance, world affairs. He
is very involved in sports and has
an after-school job. He has an
interest in theater but it is
discouraged by his family, who
calls the pursuit trivial.

aspects of both can be seen in
every family. While these slights
may be more subtle and less
frequent, they still exist and
serve to shape our perception of
gender roles.
There is also some sexism or
sexual bias within school.
Teachers are human too. They
bring their own biases and
misconceptions to the classroom
with them. Some teachers still
see women as intellectually
inferior. They would be willing to
concede that women can hold
their own in their own in most
subjects, yet men still dominate in
the hard subjects, math and
science. Other teachers have a
bias towards males,
especially black males.
Since girls tend to do
better overall in grammar
school and early high
school, some teachers
tend to favor them. They
might tend to see guys
as not quiet enough,
neat enough or conscientious enough.
But the area where
teens most frequently do battle
with traditional sexual roles is in
the area of dating. As we
become teen-agers, we are also
Introduced to the archaic rites of
courtship that seem to have been
passed down from the Victorian
Age. It goes basically like this:
the guy asks, the guy dnves, the
guy pays. The girl waits, then the
girl complies.
Although that is how it is
expected to be, it rarely is that
way. Teens are moving away
from the typical dating scenario
because it is too rigid and
impractical. Now people tend to
just "hang out" in groups. If there
is a couple thing, they are usually
just "going out", ''talking" or
"seeing each other", which means
just hanging out as a couple.
More often than not, the outing is
just casually suggested then
acted upon. Seldom is there the

" .. Jack is treated as God's gift
to the family ... ]ill is expected
to be a mother's helper and a
good girl... "

Family Blends to take an
opposing view. They also have
four members: Mr. B, Mrs. B,
Jack and Jill. Jack IS treated as
God's gift to the family. He gets
away with murder. He got a car
for h1s sixteenth birthday so that
he would be able to pick up h1s
dates. His parents are lax about
enforcing his curfew. H1s father
loves to exchange stones with
him about the good old days of
dnnking and womanizing.
His sister Jill is expected to be
a mother's helper and a good girl.
She has to maintain good grades
and help with the cooking and
cleaning. Her parents are much
stricter with her, she has no car
and her curfew is much earlier.
Her parents are always instilling
in her the virtues of chastity,
compliance and hard work.
While both of these cases are
extreme in their stereotypes,

formal procedure of the guy
actually asking.
The person who drives is the
one who has access to the car.
There has been an increase in
girls driving on dates because of
cheaper insurance rates and that
some guys are nonchalant about
getting their license. There is
also the question of paying. The
rules change so often that it is
hard to keep track. It used to be
that the guy pays. Then it was,
the one who asks pays. Now
since no one really asks, it's hard
to know who pays.
In a group, the answer is
simple: every man {or woman) for
himself {or herself). With a more
permanent couple situation, it
tends to be more flexible. Usually
they go dutch. If one of the
partners, girl or guy happens to
feel generous or just happened to
get paid, then he or she can pay.
If one of the partners is absolutely
broke then the other one can p1ck
up the bill. You can go out twice
as much on two incomes. Also,
there is no sense of duty and no
sense of obligation.
Even though most of the time
things tend to be equal in terms
of dating, teens still hang on to
the "1deal" If a guy had all of the
resources at h1s disposal, e.g.,
car and money, then he would
prefer to pay. If a girl had the
choice of going dutch or bemg
treated then she would prefer to
be treated. To many, it just
seems more "right "that way.
We are the next generat1on of
adults. We must be aware of the
ways in which we are treated
because of our gender and the
ways which we treat one another.
We must challenge ourselves to
become aware of sexist attitudes
whenever we encounter them.
We must try to counteract sexism
and outdated attitudes whether
we encounter it at home, at
school or within our social Circle.
-MIIda Saunders
St Ignatius
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SAD:
The pain
with the
change
of
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DEPRESSION:
Inescapable cycle
of pain

By Anna Mikos
Queen of Peace

By Anna Mikos
Queen of Peace

Within a six-month time span,
Katie, a teenager, lost her grandparents. Their death led her into a
deep depression from which she is
still trying to recover.
Flashbacks of their funeral recurred throughout her day and often caused her to cry at inappropriate times. "The next stage was
dreams. The dreams seemed so
real, it was like they had come to
visit me in my sleep. I could feel the
strength of my grandmother's hug,
and smell her, and her words
seemed so real when she said, 'I
love you' .. ." Katie paused. "I'm
sorry, I can't go on anymore."
But what more than 10 million
Americans like Katie find is that
they can't stop the depression that
follows such memories. A study by
the American Medical Association
says that depression among teenagers and young adults has become increasingly common in the
past 20 years.
Of the millions of Americans suffering from the illness, two out of
three leave it untreated, according
to the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH). "Some people may
not realize that they are suffering
from depression and may actua lly
think that they have a physical illness," said Paulette Finnegan,
Queen of Peace High School guidance counselor. "Some people
believe that it's a phase or mood
that will pass on its own. Others
don't seek help because they are
afraid of hospitalization," Finnegan
added.
Accord1ng to the NIMH, some
cases of depression occur suddenly
with no reason. Others are trig-

gered by stressful experiences such
as death.
"Many doctors feel that there is a
chemical imbalance in the brain or
they think that it cou ld be many past
problems that people have repressed," explained Finnegan.
Christine, a manic depressive,
has been suffering from depression
forthreeyears. "You feel like there's
nothing ahead for you," said Christine. "When I think of the future, I
see clouds." Christine said her
self-esteem is low-another symptom of depression. "I think of my life
as one hellish nightmare," she said.
Andrea's depression began after
she was raped. Unable to confide
in her parents, Andrea continues to
deal with it alone. Unable to build
trust with her friends, she finds solitaire her closest ally. "It's as if
there's a storm cloud over my head.
I just can't escape pain," she said.
Michelle, another manic depressive, cannot escape her depression. After treatment, she continues tofightthe illness. "They loaded
me up on anti-depressants and
pretty much sent me on my way,"
she explained. After six weeks, her
symptoms returned and Michelle
left home.
"It's only been recently through
education and public awareness
that people have realized that depression is a treatable illness," said
Finnegan.
The NIMH reports that as many
as 80 percent of people with serious depression can improve significantly with treatment. With the
help of a doctor, the NIMH notes
that symptoms can be relieved in a
matter of weeks.
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climate (70 F and 50 percent humidity) you force the body to adapt,"
sa1d Peter Whybrow, M.D , chairman of psychiatry at the University
of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. ''This is a physiological adaptation not everybody makes successfully. Andrea Johnson· has
not been diagnosed for SAD, but
believes that she suffers from the
illness. "I feel like I'm always closed
in," said Andrea. "When the sun
smiles on you it says you can do
anything, but when it's gone you
lose all hope."
Andrea has confided to her
friends of her sudden lose of hope
during winter, but has been constantly told that she is merely going
through a "phase". "It's gotten to
the point where I just try to shrug it
off," added Andrea, "I just go in my
room, close out the world, and sleep
all day," she sighed.
Researchers at NIMH find diagnosing SAD to be difficult. Although
writers have referred to winter as
depressing andlbleak for centuries,
the discovery of seasonal depression is fairly new. The NIMH committee reccommend that patients
keep a journal recording each episode of depression to enable doctors to reach a diagnosis.

s~CRAZY

312-477-7106

DORA LA
COUTURE

Spring promises life and renewal,
anticipation for a summer of fam1ly
outings and warm sand on beaches.
But some are deprived of that
promise. Instead, they find anxiety
and hopelessness.
Nearly 25 million Americans suffer from a distinct type of depression which affects them in certain
seasons, according to Dr. Norman
Rosenthal, National Institu te of
Mental Health Director (NIMH).
"Surveys have shown that most
people experience some alteration
in mood of behavior with the
changing of seasons," said
Rosenthal. As many as one in four
of these changes are considered a
severe case of depression.
A study done by the NIMH about
the "winter blues" and "summer
depression" shows that they are
both a distinctive form of depression known as Seasonal Affective
Disorder(SAD). The studies show
that Winter SAD is associated with
lack of light and can be treated with
exposure to fluorescent lighting for
four to six hours a day.
Doctors of the NIMH found that
Summer SAD is contributed by the
rise of mercury and high humidity.
According to this study, SAD is a
result of the body not being able to
adapt to its new environment. "If
you move away from the perfect

---

463-1464

To be held at the City Park Field Houses
the weekends of April 12, 19, and the 27th

Amateur Rap Groups are invited to compete for
prizes and the winner and first place runner-up of
each show will be invited to perform a rap song that
will focus on issues facing inner city youth.
Admission is free and the deadline for entry is

_ 11

March 15, 1991
To enter or for further informaiton contact Duane
McCollum at {312) 569-0182

Illustration by Ben Nunez, UIC

ANIMAL TESTING

Bloodshed
fora
better
blush?
By Alissa Groves

Lane Tech

An albino rabbit hops nervously
in its cage . Suddenly, two hands
with white sterile gloves roughly
grab the rabbit and carry it to its
stock, one of many in a row, and
lock its head into the hole. The
rabbit, though restrained, continues to struggle.
This is the story of a day in the life
of a laboratory rabbit which is used
for the Draize Eye Irritancy Test.
While the rabbit is conscious, a
laboratory worker will drip a potentially harmful substance into the
eyes of not only this rabbit, but six
to nine other ones also. The deterioration of the eyes is checked
over a period of time and the rabbits will go permanently blind and
will face either more tests or death.
Animals have been used for years
by human beings for testing purposes. Focusing on cosmetics,
anything from gentle lip balm to
powerful astringent may have been
tested on animals.
It is estimated that 14 million
animals a year, or 20 percent of the
animals are used in experiments
and killed to test the safety of cosmetics and household products. These experiments are
not required by law and a controversy exists as to whether
or not they are reliable.
Mary Leung, a 17-year-old
senior at Lane Technical High
School, helps at an animal
shelter called Animal Protective
Association. "I go to meetings
and help with ideas, to their
street fairs and garage sales,
and I inform people [of animal
testing]."
Leung has been concerned about
animal testing since her freshman
year, when she started reading information provided by People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) - a non-profit educational
and activist group opposed to all
forms of animal oppression and
exploitation) provided by a friend.
"Immediately I was a vegetarian.
I'm not much of one now. Later, I
started boycotting cosmetics. I got
non-tested products at health food
stores and at the gift shop of the
Heartland Cafe." Leung said. "I
would like to do more but it's hard.
My father's ideas conflict with mine
and he pays for a lot of my things.
Non-tested products are more expensive."
Lastly, she says, "My effort isn't
great but what could be great is the
combined effort of people like me
doing little things. I'm strong enough
to stand by my beliefs."
Two popular tests are the LD50

(Lethal Dose 50 percent) and the
Draize Eye Irritancy Test.
LD50 was developed in 1927. It
measures the amount of a toxic
substance that will, in a single dose,
kill 50 percent of the animals in a
test group. The experimental substance is forced into the animals'
throats , pumped in their stomachs
by tube , injected under the skin,
into a vein, into the lining of the
abdomen, applied to eyes, rectum,
vagina, or inhaled through a gas
mask.
The Consumer Products Safe
Testing Act (H.R. 1635) has been
introduced into the U.S. Congress
and would ban the use of LD50
tests in federally-funded laboratories.
The Draize Eye Irritancy Test,
used since 1944, is the standard
test of substances that might get
into the human eye. 100 milligrams
of liquids, flakes, granules (grains),
or powdered substances are used.
The eyes of the rabbits are held
open with clips at the lid. The
damage to the rabbits' eyes is then
recorded at specific intervals over
an average period of 72 hours, with

"Our main goal is to
convince people
that animals are not
ours to eat, wear,
or experiment on."
-Barbara Hale of PETA

the test sometimes lasting seven to
18 days.
Noted toxicologists and health
professionals agree that the Draize
test is imprecise mainly because
the eyes of humans and rabbits are
very different. Rabbits' corneas
are very thin and they have ineffective tear ducts that prevent substance dilution.
Chicago optometrist Grace
Tanaka says that the rabbits' corneas are thicker and swell more.
"Cell cultures aren't enough, it
doesn 't tell us how it reacts. We
have to use the Draize test for FDA
approval. But they probably do it
too much."
According to PETA, the FDA
(Food and Drug Administration)
requires that all new chemical substances or combinations of substances be tested before entering
the U.S. marketplace. Each ingredient in a cosmetic must be
"adequately substantiated foi

safety• prior to market1ng, or the
product must carry a warning label
that its safety has not been determined. The FDA does not have the
authority to require any particular
product test.
Barbara Hale, a member of the
media department of PETA, says,
"rarely is a new ingredient introduced. Mostly old ingredients are
tried in different combinations. •
Government agencies keep most
of the ingredient secrets since cosmetic companies don't want to
share their own.
Ariana Vilcins, a 17-year-old at
Lane Tech says, "I first became
concerned probably about one year
ago. My friend had a PETA News
magazine and I read a about it
[testing] and got more information.
It was pretty soon after that I got
involved."
"It's not a great effect but I don't
want to support the companies. It's
a personal thing. I believe what I
believe and act accordingly. If more
people did it (boycott], it would be a
greater effect."
Vilcins wrapped it up by saying, "I
think that slowly companies change
and that's a good sign."
For years, alternatives have
been introduced to replace the
animals. Computer modeling
and cell/tissue culture techniques, are among the available non-animal methods, as
is the Ames test, which uses
salmonella bacteria to determine the toxicity. We can run
computer evaluations of mixtures of these ingredients to
predict irritation levels. Human
volunteers are already used by
some companies to test for skin
irritation. There are many other
alternatives that are being tried and
tested.
In response to pressure from
many animal protection groups, the
Cosmetic, Toiletry, and Fragrance
Association has contributed $5
million since 1981 toward research
in alternatives to Dra1ze test1ng.
According to Hale, they have
350,000 members nationwide including celebrity spokespeople,
who all must pay a $15 fee. "Our
main goal is to convince people
that animals are not ours to eat,
wear, or experiment on."
Stephanie Okimura, a 15-yearold sophomore at Lincoln Park high
school was a member of an Animal
Rights club in her freshman year.
"In eighth grade, we were doing
de!Jate!J about animal testing and I

Cornmued on page 10...

Help Is Just a Phone Call Away!
Teen-to-Teen Crisis Hotline:
(312-644-2211.
Cocaine Baby Hotline:
1-800-638-2229.
National Runaway Switchboard:
1-800-621-4000.
American Civil Liberties Union of
Illinois: (312) 427-7330.
Teen Living Programs (for homeless youth):
(312) 883-0025.
For Teen Job
~
.
Information;
Department
of Labor:
(312) 793-2800.

~~
g~

Planned Parenthood:
(312) 781-9565.
Pro-Life Information Hotline:
(312) 794-8989.
Illinois Chapter, National
Abortion Rights Action League:
(312) 644-0972.
College Information Hotline:
1-800-942-7404.
Neon Street Center For Youth:
(312) 528-7767
Information on AIDS:
1-800-AID-AIDS.
National Adolescence Hotline
(24 hour suicide hotline):
1-800-621-4000.
Homework Hotline:

(312) 321-3100.
National Child Abuse Hotline:
1-800-422-4453.
Alcoholics Anonymous:
(312) 346-1575.
Overeaters Anonymous:
(312) 922-7676
Alanon: (708) 848-2707.
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Hate crime
on rise among teens
By Rachel Sacks

Percentageofteenssurveyedwho
have beenvlctlmsof"hatecrlmes"
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YNS - Los Angeles - Amber
Jefferson, 15, is in grade 10 at
Santiago High School, Garden
Grove, Calif. Her mother is white
and her father is black. In August,
she was beaten and almost killed
by three white men in what was
allegedly a racially motivated attack.
Jefferson was leaving a party
with her friends Lewis Jones, 17,
Rick Jones, 17, Matt Stuart, 19,
and Michelle Schimmer, 16, when
Kurt Wimberly, 18, his friend Trevor
McClure, 27, and Kurt's father, Earl,
47, approached Jefferson and her

friends, carrying baseball bats.
"They said, 'Here comes Michelle with her nigger fnends,'" said
Jefferson, describing the incident
at an assembly at the Westlake
School in Los Angeles. Schimmer
is white, Stuart is Hispanic, and the
Joneses are black.
"One of the guys hit me in the
knees with a bat - I thought my
legs were broken,· Jefferson said.
Stuart picked her up and tried to
take her to the car, but he was
attacked by Kurt Wimberly and
McClure.
"Kurt Wimberly came up to the

side of my car and punched me in
lhe face two times. He kept on
cussing me out and saying, 'You
nigger this, you nigger that.' He
pulled me by the hair, turned my
face, and hit me on the neck," she
said.
"It was so hard to fight back ... I
could barely stand up. He told me,
'You deserve everything that you're
getting,' and 'You should have never
been put on this earth in the first
place,'" said Jefferson. Then
McClure tore off her sweater,
pushed her to the ground face down
and hit her with a bat on the back of
her head, she said.
"I felt paralyzed. I tried to get up
again but I was hit back down. I
struggled to get up and started
walking toward 'Roscoe' (Lewis
Jones). When we were about five
feet away, he screamed and I turned
my head. I saw (Kurt) Wimberly
and something hit me; then I
fainted," she said.
Witnesses said a heavy piece of
glass from a sliding door had been
thrown at Jefferson.
"Some guy, who was a doctor,
came out of the condominium complex and made 'Cooley' (Rick
Jones), who had also been beaten
up, hold my face together. If he
hadn't, (The cut made by the glass)
would have kept spreading and
spreading," said Jefferson.
Jefferson underwent 10 and onehalf hours of surgery. The left side
of herface was sewn together. Her
jaw had been broken, the bones
above her left ear were crushed,
and both her knees were bruised.
Attacks this brutal may be unusual, but they happen more frequently than people might expect.
According to a study by Louis
Harris and Associates on behalf of
Northeastern University in Boston,

Mass., and Reebok International,
racially motivated crimes, or "hate
crimes" have increased by 149
percent since 1987 among the
general population. Prejudices run
equally strong among teens, according to the study.
The study, which involved 1,865
students in grades 10-12 across
the United States, found that:
-About 57 percent of the teenagers surveyed said they had witnessed a racially motivated attack.
-Forty-seven percent said if they
were to see a racially motivated
attack in progress, they would either join in or feel that the group
being attacked derserved it.

" ... I k ept sayzng,
.
'why did they have
to do it to me?"'
- Hate crime victims are more
likely to be minorities than whites.
Forty-six percent of the black students surveyed said they had been
the v1ct1ms of such attacks, 32
percent of Hispanics said they had
been victims, and 22 percent of
whites said they had been attacked.
Less sophisticated surveys also
show that racial tensions are indeed present. At Fremont High
School in Oakland, Calif., a survey
of more than 100 students revealed
that 42.2 percent of those surveyed
felt that racism existed at their
school. Many of those surveyed
said they usually see black students mingle only with other black
students, Hispanics with Hispanics, and Asians with Asians. However, these groups often collide.
Donald Ledbetter, a grade 10
student at FHS, said he felt that

racism in his school was more covert-"Thought about a lot," rather
than "acted out."
While talking about the experience helps her, Jefferson cannot
easily put the past behind her.
"I take all these pain killers ... ! go
to bed with a headache and I wake
up with a headache. The muscle
spasms are the worst. They keep
me up all night," she said. She was
forced to give up cheerleading.
"Even if I do a cartwheel, I get a
headache," she said.
"I was real sad. I kept it inside and
I didn't want anyone to know. I
didn't laugh, and I didn't cry ... l just
didn't do anything," she said.
"Finally, one night at about three
o'clock in the morning I woke up
and started crying ... I kept saying,
'Why did they have to do it to me?
I hate (Kurt Wimberly) so much,'
and 'Why did God let me live?'"
Jefferson is charging Kurt
Wimberly with felony mayhem for
throwing the piece of glass at her.
The others involved in the attack
are not currently being charged.
Wimberly is pleading not guilty.
The testimony of Stuart one of
the teenagers attacKed by the
group, does cast some doubt as to
whether or not the attack was racially motivated. He testified that
Jefferson said he could make
$1,000 if he told police thefightwas
racially motivated. Both Jefferson
and her mother deny that they tried
to either bribe or threaten Stuart.
"I just hope that (Wimberly and
his friends) get what they deserve... !
now fear for every person who is a
minority," Jefferson said.
-Also contributing to this story
were Fremont High School students
Micaela Phillips, 16, and Melchor
Alvarez, 16.
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BUYING YOUR TUXEDO AT BUY-A-TUX LETS YOU BE YOU.
WHY WEAR THE SAME RENTED TUXEDO TO PROM AS EVERYONE ELSE? BE YOURSELF.
CREATE A STYLE ALL YOUR OWN AT BUY-A-TUX.
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By Najla Zarif

Whitney Young

Most schools have dress codes to
regulate the student's dress. Does regulating students' dress goes against the
students' constitutional right to freedom
of expression? Students opinions on
this subject vary.
Badia Ahad, a 17-year-old junior at
Whitney Young High School, said, "No, I
don't think it goes against their Constitutional right because schools are just
trying to help the students. Too many
people are concentrating on how good
they look compared to others and they
leave their schoolwork behind."
But others said they feel it is wrong for
someone to tell students how they should
look. A 16-year-old junior at Whitney
Young, Gregory Rudnick, is one of these
people. "Constitutional rights are deprived from students every day because
we are young, and I don't think our
freedom of expression should be taken
away. A dress code in a school limits a
person's ethnic variety and a person's
dress expresses how he/she would like
to be seen by others. In a public school
you are supposed to experience diversity."

But what students think of regulations
for student dress do not really matter
when it comes down to a law. Schools
can regulate a student's dress if they feel
that what the student is wearing causes
a disruption or danger. However, school
officials cannot tell a student not to or to
wear certain items just because the
school official likes, or does not like
something. In New York, a girl wore
slacks to school and according to one
school rule girls were not allowed to wear
slacks. She would have been barred
from school, had not the New York Commissioner of Education James R. Allen,
Jr. intervened. He said, "Students have
the right to determine their own dress,
except where dress is clearly dangerous,
or so inappropriate as to interfere with
the learning and teaching process ."
If a coach wants to bar a student from
athletics because of his or her long hair,
for instance, he or she has to prove that
the hair will interfere with athletic performance. Illinois is one of several states
that puts the burden of proof that a
student's hair length is disruptive, on the
official.
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these situations ather school and w~s sur~
prlsed $f the 1acfthat these situatffin~ w~re
commordn some Chi~ago ~hodl~''#MlQ'It
that they were 'restrictions. "I've
felt
that high school was a place where lwoukf
grow up into my own identity and the things
I wear are a part of \hat. that shouldn't be
limited if it doesn't. affect or offe.ndiinyon.e."
Rosario said.
·.. ·
Yet does she kpowthe wholelrDth? Are
ther~ a lot of tmreasonable rt.J~s that are
created to refine students? Or are school
officials fryfng to really protect students
against themsefves? ln a survey of 10 high
school stvdeots from different scl)ools, six
felt rules were 1o protect students agalT1$t
gangs., while thl:! 9thar four felt lt was just a
rule without- meaning. Josell Ortiz, a
~phomor& at tak~vlew Hi9h ~id, "Yeah,
schools are trying 1o protect us. they know
that some gang members harrass kids after
school because of the color he or she has on
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just looklogfortrouble..•
· SantoshaWelsh,altmioratWells, said, "l
wear a starters hat but it's for style, 1 don't
represent gangs or anything like that. It's a
rule that school offldals lhirtk w~ should
follow 1or no real benefit of ourselves, the
students."
Lakeview junior Teresa Gonzalez, agreed
With Sanio$h~. "In high school. kklstry to
grow up, an<! the way we dress is one of the
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shoulddf be restricted. •
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Prom Connection
provides teens absolute
dreams."
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'n1e Prom Connection is Ch•cago's
only complete source for Prom. We
have hundreds of the most beautiful
and ~musual fabrics to choose from to
create your spcoal one o£ a kind gow-n.
No two gowns will be a.IJI...e at the same
school WE GUARANTEE IT!
Choose from satins. l>ilks, taffetas, nch
velvru, brocadt>!., JeWt'led laces,
gemston~ apphques. etc ...
Other ~pt>etal feature~ The Prom
Connection pnlvldt'~
• hand dyt>d ~hoes and pu..,t' tll
match your gown
• matchmgcummerbund and l>ow ht•
for your guv
• gorgeous garters ilnd glu\ic
Your parE>nt~ w1U love the quahty oi
our worJ.mansh1p 11nd reasonable prict.>S.
You will love tht> fun .1nd excw•ment
ofoat«mct'pt No gown., too difficult
for us, and SIZe 1 m•ver a problt>m
Qnly a SS0 00 depostt 1 requued on
anv order

discount
on your one

of a kjnc£
Prom (jown
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Animal testing

Elena Navas, a senior at Lane
Technical High School, is an
oceanlife enthusiast. "In the
seventh grade, I became
interested in marine biology
because I wanted my profession
to be enjoyable. I've always liked
swimming, so marine biology is
like an 'aquatic profession.' "
Navas takes honors-credit
classes at the John G. Shedd
Aquarium, part of the aquatic
science program. Navas volunteered at the Shedd Aquarium 14
hours a week. Her jobs included
working at the activity center, the
information and membership
booth, gallery interpretation
(volunteers take one specimen
and go to the gallery where it's
found and
discuss it),
running
education
films, and
assisting in
supervising
special
classes
(one class
included a
fishing trip).
"The
activity
center was
my favorite because I got to tell
the public about specimens and I
learned from people that I worked
with," said Navas.
Navas also took a marine
biology class at Lane Tech her
junior year. "It taught me the
basics and reassured me of my
goal," she said.
What is her goal? Navas has
her heart set on attending a
coastal school, preferably on the
Southeast coast. "Possibly
Florida Atlantic University, and I

... Continuedfrom page 7
read material and they [companies]
do stupid things."
"My effect is not big, but I don't
regret it. I think if enough people
petition, maybe they'll [companies)
stop."
It is very easy to find people
eager to speak on behalf of animals and their unfair treatment. But
finding people who are pro-animal
testing is another story.
Matt Lux, a 17-year-old senior at
Lane Technical High
School, feels that animal testing is
better than no testing at all.
"If they're [cosmetics] not [tested],
they could injure people from
chemical reactions. I don't believe
a company would do that [torture
animals) unless it was necessary.
If it is necessary, it has to be done."
However, Lux says that if adequate aUernatives are found, it
(non-animal tests] won't bother him.
PETA publishes a fact sheet that
lists companies that test on animals,
ones that don't test on animals but
use animals in the ingredient list,
and ones that don't test on animals
or use animals in the ingredient list.
For those interested, PETA lists
both companies it says test on
animals and those it says don't.
A company not listed on the fact
sheets at all was Cover Girl/Clarion,
manufactured through Noxell, but
they said that in January, 1989,
they announced that they would
replace a new non-animal test
method to measure irritancy in the
eyes of their cosmetic products, as
an alternative to the Draize test.
For two years, they have use a test
called the Agarose Diffusion
Method. They are also developing
other in-vitro methods. Currently,
they are reviewing 27 different tests
to measure product and ingredient
safety.
To find out about a company you
are interested in, write or call PETA
and they will send you a file:

Photo by Rebecca Rattner, Lincoln Park

would definitely major in marine
biology."
Navas would like to work at the
Shedd Aquarium, or in the ocean
with dolphins. "The dolphin is my
favorite ocean animal because it
is intelligent, graceful, powerful
(agile in water) and amazing!"
Navas plans to volunteer again
next summer at the Shedd
Aquarium. Since she will be 18,
she hopes she'll be able to work
behind the scenes with the otters,
or feed fish.
Symbiosis, a term which
means 'the living together of two
dissimilar organisms in close
association or union, " drew her
to the study of underwater
cultures. She applies this term to
relationships
between
people. "I
think people
need to work
together to
help each
other out,"
she said.
Navas'
hobbies also
include
listening to
radio station
B-96, swimming, softball, and volleyball. She
has been a member of the swim
and softball teams for two years
each and played intramural
volleyball one year. She was also
a member of the
"Oldies but Goodies" club and
the Sign Language club.
But what Navas dreams about
is marine biology. She is optimistic her dream will come true. After
all, while some people reach for
the stars, Navas has a whole
ocean to reach out to.

" ... The dolphin
is my favorite animal
because it is
intelligent, graceful,
powerful...
and amazing!"

MAKING LIFE A BEACH

Marine biology
teen's career goal
By Alissa Groves
Lane Tech

People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals

P.O. Box 42516
Washington, DC 20015
(301) 770-7444
Consumer protests are evidently
pressing hard on the companies
that test on animals. In a letter,
PETA is circulating petitions for a
boycott placed on all L'Oreal and
Gillette products because they said
they still test on animals.
Leung says, "Maybe someday,
boycotting animal tested products
won't be such a big deal."

Cont~ s t winn~r- must contact K~ lly McCoy at
663-0543 Pnz~ monE>y must b£> pickPd up by contest wmner from
Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604
Tvto for-ms of 1dentificat1on wlll be needed.
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Please type or print clearly.

Name _________________________________________________ Age _
First

On prom night, it won't be the
teachers who'll be giving out grades.

Please complete all lines.

_

_

M.l.

Last

Exams are coming up soon.
So put yourself in the hands of the people with
more styles and experience than anyone else in the
tuxedo business.
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I
I
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I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I

l]a

Cny

(area COde)

State

Phone II

School

Grade
--~~----------------------------------------

FulJ name

-------

We won't fail you.

InstrucLOr
Full name

Present Your High Schooii.D.
For A 10-30% Student Discount.

Principal
·u name

Receive a cornplimentary pair of
neon sunglasses while supplies last.

Category (check one):

D drawing

D painting

D photograph

D fiction

Title or Descnpt10n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If photo:

Did you develop film?
Did you do pnm?

Dyes
Dyes

Opoctry

Size ----------- -

0
0

no
no

I understand the rules of this compcution and the information pnntcd above 1s accurate.
Student's Signature
Instructor's Signature _

Date
Dale
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I
CHICAGO The Loop at 185 N Wabash • 2906 N Ashland
I
555 W 14th Place • The Bnckyard • Ford C1ty • Lincoln Village
SUBURBAN Deerbrook • Evanston at
Fox Valley • Glen Ellyn at 1100 Roosevelt Rd
Merrillville Plaza • North Riverside Mall •
1
Randhurst • River Oaks • Spring H1ll
1

I

I
I

1729 Sherman • Evergreen Plaza
• Harlem-I rvmg Plaza • Lincoln Mall
Oakbrook Center • Orland Square
• Stratford Square • Woodf1eld

FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU CALL 263-7071
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Teens' jobs
involve more than
pay check
By Alissa Groves
Lane Tech
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"Hey, do you want to go shopping today? I actually have no
homework/"
"Sorry, I can't. I have to work. "
"Can't you take one day off?
You're working your life away!"
"Yeah, I know. But I need the
money."
Ever share a similar conversation with a friend? It seems like
more and more teens are attemptIllustration by Colleen Noonan, Morgan Park Academy ing to balance work, school, and a
social life. Take senior Angela
You slip in a card, type an iden- Some cash stations let the cos- Freels of Lane Technical High
tification word and then suddenly, tumer overdraw money but the School for instance. While she
takes several Advanced Placement
like a dream, beautiful green money money must be paid back .
comes popping out.
There often are subtle costs. I f (AP, or college-level) courses, she
Plastic money has taken on new you use your card at places other manages to maintain a 4.0 grade
meaning with ATM cards, com- than your bank there may be extra point average. She also works in
monly known as cash station cards. charges, from 25 cents to 50 cents. the Novelty Golf's batting cages for
But if one isn't careful these little
Memorize cash station numbers. 14 to 20 hours a week.
"I sacrifice time because you
wonders can become horrors.
After a certain amount of mistakes
Now more then ever, teens have some machines eat cards and it need money to survive. My grades
been applying for ATM cards. ATM takes days or weeks to get it back. are for the most part stable, but it's
machines, located in over 1,000
When depositing money at a very hard."
She has an active social life and
Chicagoland sites, provide people cash station, remember that most
has
bought a car.
with 24-hour banking.
banks do not offer guarantees. If
According to a Newsweek sumATM cards can be obtained at they do not have the deposit , you I
most banks. Those under the re- lose out, so keep receipts.
I mary, between 1981 and 1989, the
quired age of 18 can join with a
Since coming out of a cash sta- percentage of 16-and 17-year-olds
parent. Other requirements include tion indicates you have money, working increased from 35.5 pera minimum balance of $50.
thiefs have been known to wait cent to 37.6 percent.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
"If an emergency happens, I al- outside. At night, always look for a
cites the most popular jobs as
ways have access to my money," locked cash station.
salespeople, news vendors, and
said Marla Wilson, an ATM card
Card locations include grocery
holder.
stores and shopping malls. " 1 cashiers.
Less popular, but still common
However, with 'easy access' don't have to carry a lot of money
jobs are those such as typists and
comes responsibility. Many teens around," said Wilson, "alii need to
clerks, who in the Chicago area
use the card more often than they do is get to an ATM machine." ;;;r:;:::
.vx..::
make anywhere from $4.50to $5.50
realize and end up with no money.
an hour.
Some teens get a job for spending mon ey. Others say they get a
job to save up for shopping splurges
or for college, others save for gas
and car insurance.
But some students say school is
their number-one priority, and get
spending money from allowances
or babysitting.
Wh itney Greer, a senior at
Sullivan High School, babysits. "I
have an A-average right now, and
• 30 Locations
school is my main priority, not
money," Greer said.
• 38 Styles including the
Whether you babysit or work in a
23 collection for Michael
store or office, a job is a big responsibility. You must go by a
Jordan in black & white
schedule, giving up time from your

seno has your style!

• Peg Trousers in black
& white

• 1st choice guaranteed
• Get your free prom picture book and your free
BeauTie® g ift.

social life and stud ies. And you
have to learn how to spend your
paycheck wisely. And , of course,
handling a job now will ind1cate
how you will do in the work force
later.
There are laws that you have to
know before you take this big step.
The Fair Labor Standards Act
(FSLA) of 1938, amended in 1977,
establishes minimum wage, overtime pay, record keeping, and ch1ld
labor standards.
Overtime pay, which is paid for
any time spent on the job past 40
hours per work week, must not be
less than one and one-half time the
worker's regular rate of pay.
Teenagers aged 14 or 15 have
stricter guidelines than older teens.
According to the Illinois Department of Labor, the employer must
supply any minor with a statement
describing the specific nature of
the work to be performed and the
hours and days the minor is to
work. The minor must present the
statement to the school principal
when applying for an employment
certificate, along with a copy of the
birth certificate and a letter of approval from parents or guardian.
Those aged 14-15 can work no
more than 23 hours per week, three
hours per day, with a minimum of
a 30-minute lunch period.
Cecilia Beck, compliance officer
at Labor Law Enforcement, says
that most cases dealt with "involve
teens working where liquor is
served, where the teen is underage, and is not working legal hours."
In such a situation, she said the
work permit will be terminated.
Brad Mitchell of the U.S. Department of Labor warns teens that "the
law doesn't recognize the issue of a
student 'having to work.' Our laws
are designed to make sure that
students can only work so many
hours so that it doesn't interfere
with their schoolwork. Their future
is based on school, not on the job
they have. They're making a big
mistake if they take a job where
they're only making $4 to $5 per
hour, and they sacrifice their education." W7

MISS BLACK TEEN USA
ENTER NOW

• Student discounts (with
school I. D.)

The competition is open tc.• aU gkls
13- 18

• $15.00 deposit guarantees your prom tux.
• Seno has the style and
price you want for your
prom. So don't delay!
Stop in at your nearest
Seno location today.
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science classes teach a "world" of difference
.· ::: ·: ...

.·:::.····
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By Erica Myles
Morgan Park

Due to heightened activity on
the international scene, more and
more college students are becoming interested in world events.
Just ask Gloria Carrig, department chairman for political science at Harold Washington College.
She said that her political science class is now full and that her
students are becoming more concerned with events abroad, particularly in the Middle Eastern
area.
When class meets each week,
Carrig devots a
certain amount
of class time to
listening to any
questions or
comments her
students may
have about the
Persian Gulf
crisis. Carrig
says that her
students were
particularly
disturbed by
the Jan. 15
deadline which
President
George Bush
set for Iraq's
withdrawal
from Kuwait.
And when
the air war began and allied
forces began
bombing Kuwait and Iraq, she felt that her
students needed to talk about it.
They, like many others, wanted

to know why the United States know the background of the world
government felt that it was their around them. "Otherwise," she
role to challenge Saddam said, "You hear things from the
Hussein's actions. That was one television or your friends and you
question Carrig wasn't able to may have a simplistic or even
answer.
false idea about them. Some may
Carrig feels that in order to even affect you directly. Educaunderstand the Middle East cri- tion gives you a broader undersis, as well as any other crisis, it standing about the 'how' and 'why'
"makes all the difference" to un- of things."
derstand the history of the reAnthony Etheridge, a 22-yeargion.
old student in Carrig's class, says
Geography is also important. that he's interested in the PerIn many cases, she said, "Geogra- sian Gulf situation. However, he
phy explains the history of a tends to avoid watching news recountry,"
ports
and
as well as
re ading
its politics.
newspapers
F'or infor two reastance,
sons. First, he
Carrig
wants "to put
says the
the war out of
fact that
(my) mind"
Iraq has
because he
only
a
fears
the
s m a l l
draft. And
opening to
secondly, he's
the gulf,
- Anthony Etheridge
afraid of beand Kuing misinwait has a
formed by the
coastline is one reason the Iraqis media. "We probably won't really
invaded Kuwait.
know what happens for about 10
Before Iraq's invasion, when years," he said.
Saddam Hussein became a
But overall, he's a political scihousehold name, Carrig and her ence enthusiast who thinks it's
class had been discussing the So- important to take political sciviet Union. Carrig feels that on a ence courses because he believes
"grander scale" the developments that every vote counts. If people
in Eastern Europe, such as disar- don't become informed, Etheridge
mament and the end of the Cold said that "In the future, we'll be
War, are in some senses bigger subjected to living under decisions
than Hussein's act of aggression. of a few with political power, and
Carrig also said she believes that no one wi11 care about you," he
it is important for her students to said.

"You hear things
from the television or
your friends and you
have a simplistic idea
about them."

offorei
By Sarah Karp
Uncoln Park

It is early on a cold Saturday
morning, and at the door of a dark
and empty church, a lady fiddles
with some keys. Suddenly the
door jarred open and she waltzed
downstairs, followed by a number of other adults. The lady
turns on the light.
"Goodmorningclass," she says.
"Good morning teacher," the
other people repeat in a broken,
rough
language.
For the next
four hours the
students fix
their eyes on
the lithe lady
they call "Mrs.
Teacher." The
teacher flies
around the
room trying to
teach the students how to
communicate
in America.
This is an adult education class
for English as a Second Language
(ESL). Its setting is a church
basement, typical of the many
outposts in which these classes
are held. They stem from the

"Many of (the students) come
from countries like
Vietnam and Cambodia,
where life is hard and education is
not a priority."

main adult learning skill center
at Truman College.
The program features classes
at convenient places and times
where adults·fresh from foreign
countries can learn how to speak
English. There are classes on
weekday mornings and evenings
as well as weekend mornings.
"Most of our people work either
in themorningoratnightsothese
classes are easy to fit into their
lives," said Si Roth, a program
coordinator for Adult Learning
Skills.
"The classes are absolutely free,
we don't ask any questions. The
student just has to want to learn
English," said Roth. "Our classes
help students to ease into society."
My parents were immigrants
just like all of our parents or
grandparents were, but my parents didn't have classes like
these," Roth continues. He said
that the ESL program opens up
job and educational oportunities
to foriegners.
And the students understand
the importance of this.
Many ofthem come from countries like Vietnam and Cambo-

dia, where life is hard and education is not a priority. When they
come to America they place great
value on education and are very
grateful for it.
"Most of the students are very
attentive, and they interest the
teachers. Each semester the
group is new with unique faces
and differentcultures," said Roth,
a past teacher-turned-administrator.
The nationality of the people
enrolled changes with the times.
For example, with the recent
breaking down of communism in
Eastern Europe there has been a
rush ofRussians and Eastern Europeans.
"If the war in Iraq lets up then
we will probably get people from
there. But we are always here for
anyone who wants to learn English," he repeats.
"The skills we teach them help
them get a good job and earn
decent livings."
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By Mai Dang
Von Steuben

It was the first integrated program of its kind in the state. It
prepares students for two of the
five fastest growing allied health
careers in the country. And it's at
Wright College.
The Section of Diagnostic Medical Imaging is a co-curriculum program in radiography and
sonography. Both involving hands
-on use of an array of technological
equipment.
Radiography involves
using mainly x-rays to assist physicians in diagnosis.
When
explaining
sonography, more commonly known as ultrasound, program director
Dennis King said, "We use
high-energy sound waves to predict a variety of abnormalities." Ultrasound is usually associated with

"A lot of how much you
make depends on where
you go."

their babies.
Both areas are fast
fields. A report by the s~
Manpower says that the
for imaging specialists is
to increase 65 percent by
2000.
Salaries usually start
than $19,000 annually
start as high as $25,000
how much you make det
where you go to work, Kir 1
clinic may have a different •
than a hospital, he explai1<
months, participants of thf"
earn Associated and Ap
ence (AAS) Degrees and 1
for the national certnic<.c
state licensure.
To obtain an AAS De E
credit hours are requir£.
demic classes such as:

Photo courtesy of Wright College

By Clarence Lang
St. Ignatius

As a college student ends his
years of higher education and
comes to the brink of entering the
work force on the corporate level,
he may find himself in need of assistance so that he
can put his best foot
forward. With the
career development programs offered at each of the
eight city colleges,
the student can.
"I go out and find
job resources to get students working in the corporate sector," said
Midge Kimberly, a resource person
and corporate America business
liaison for the City Colleges of Chicago. "I filter information to centralized locations, where each student is assigned a counselor fitting
to his purpose there.
"For example, if the student is
going for credit, he is assigned an
academic counselor. If the student
is there for certificate training, he
gets a person like myself. His re-

"We have students who
fly to New York tor interviews at
huge Fortune 500 companies."

Electronics fields

e~lored

sume is developed by the career
development program."
The student is sent to the job
placement program, where he
learns about corporate communication skills and dress . Afterward,
he enters an evaluation program in
which various department heads
(brought in from outside corporate
America) determine how well the
student performs in a mock interview.
''We also go to high schools and
talk to a certain number of students
interested in business, accounting,
or bookkeeping," Kimberly said.
"The word processing program is
big. It's 16-weeks' worth of training."
Students who are interested in
the business field can attend the 2year'<'ld Academy of Finance in
which companies will send students
to four-year colleges to complete
their degrees and will hire the student to work for them.
"Amoco is one of our clients,"
Kimberly said, "as well as Wrigley.

•A friend of mine is the vice president at Harris Bank who tracks
down monies
for students, •
Kimberly said.
"The graduates they bring
in start at entry-level banking positions. "There is no limit as to
howfarthe student can go, once he
or she gets their foot in the door,
she said.
She continued, "For the Academy of Finance, Northern Bank has
hosted students at Harold Washington College for one-year internships. This program (the Academy
of Finance) is 2 years old, but it is
really popular, because it gives the
students something to look forward
to."
Kimberly's enthusiasm is obvious. "We have students who fly to
New York for interviews at huge
Fortune 500 companies. It's really
a great opportunity."

"There is no limit as to how
far the student can go."

at South Chicago Learning Center
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By Kristen Petrillo
Lane Technical
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If you are interested in training
for modern technology employment
and uncertain of what school is the
best for you, consider South Chicago Learning Center. The LearnIng Center is a branch of OliveHarvey College community educational and training center and
was established in March 1988.
The three main areas of study at
South Chicago Learning Center are
electronics, data processing and
word processing. The courses are
intense and completed In a short
period of time. Once students
complete the training program, they

are qualified to handle computer
input, secretarial and basic office
management.
A variety of scholarships, available through the Chicago City Colleges, can make attending college
a reality for those who had thought
it was impossible. For example,
students can apply for the Harold
Washington and Dolphin Technical
Scholarship. The requirements are
a B-average or a G.E.D. score of
270. Once you begin college you
must keep up your B-average and
keep 12 credit hours at all times.
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Math, Psychology, Anatomy, and
Physiology are a part of the curriculum.
In addition to general education
courses and special courses in the
area of study, hands-on experience
at hospitals in Chicago and the
remote suburbs are provided. Students work at a minimum of three
hospitals for the 2000 hours of patient care required for graduation.
By working at different hospitals
students learn to deal with various
management and equipment systems.
The radiography program was
started at Wright in 1970 and the
sonography in 1988 after a needs
assessment study concluded that
people working in sonography are
in high demand.
Currently, there are approximately 70 students enrolled in the
program.

King is especialiy porud
of the fact that
the radiography program
has
been
identified by
the Illinois department of
Adult Vocational and Technical
Assocation as an exemplary program for the state.
And, King said, the fact that
radiography and sonography are
fully accredited is more important
than entering students may realize. He said many unaccredited
are shorter than Wright's and the
fast finish may entice students. But
a student graduating from an
unaccredited program is not going
to find a job in these fields, he said.

"By working at different
hospitals,students learn to deal with
various management and equipment
systems."

Photo courtesy of Wright College
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There's no way you can attend
college classes.... you have three
young children at home and can't
afford daycare. Or maybe you have
odd hours off from work.
City Colleges may have the answer for you. The Center for Open
Learning offers courses on Channel 20, WYCC, at least twice in a
one-week
time
span.
Videocassetes of courses can also
be seen at public libraries, or at City
College Campuses.
Both City College personnel and
field experts teach the courses,
which are offered on a semester
basis. Faculty members have office
hours during which students can
telephone for information. All necessary course information will be
mailed to the student, and tests are
administered at 13 sites housed
throughout the city. For more information on the center, call (312)8558213.
OR maybe you have special
needs that make it difficult for you
to learn. CDSS/Student Services
can provide you with a Vocational
assessment. The student is profiled
and a learning style meeting that
student's needs is selected. Psy-

chologists meet with the students
weekly to make sure the program is
successful. Available programs include:
- Specialized Educational Program - This adult education program helps students who have developmental disabilties, need career development strategies, or
don't know English very well.
Course matter includes developmental reading skills, money management, practical writing and interpersonal communication.
- Vocational Training Program A four-month, hands-on training is
provided for adults 18 years or older
who have a documented developmental disability. Training is offered
in hotel, hospital, maintenance and
clerical services.
- Supported Employment Program - similar to the vocational
training program, it is for students
with more severe disabilities.
For more information on the
CDSS programs, call312-368-8814
or visit the office at 226 West
Jackson Blvd., sixth floor.

This special advertising supplement
was paid for by
the City Colleges of Chicago

llfustratsd by Jackie Taylor, Bogan
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CHICAGO CITY-WIDE
COLLEGE
226 West Jackson Boulevard
641-2595

DALEY COLLEGE
7500 Soulh Pulaski Road
735-3000

HAROLD WASHINGTON
COLLEGE
30 East Lake Street
781-9430

KENNEDY-KING
COLLEGE
6800 Soulh Wentworth Avenue
962-3200

MALCOLM X COLLEGE
1900 West Van Buren Street
942-3000

OLIVE-HARVEY
COLLEGE
10001 South Woodlawn Avenue
568-3700

TRUMAN COLLEGE
1145 West Wilson Avenue
878-1700

WRIGHT COLLEGE
3400 Norlh Austin Avenue
777-7900
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With colleges located in your own
communicy, with tuition rates you
can afford, City Colleges of Chicago
is your path to learning and success.
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I want to take
ad vantage of
the opportunity
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Lone[iness
By Michelle Hayden

..;::":'

Small Talk, '· ·

By Joa~na Rlo Garson
Bogan

"How do I look?"
I hear you ask as you ''sil down
next to me
In the noisy cafeteria.
But I don't notice.
I'm thinking about how the homeless and the hungry look
today;
Thin and ragged
With no one to care.

fm wondering if you ever consider how many innocent
animals are harm~
By the same cosmetics that make
you so "pretty."
They don't care what the latest
fashion color is;
Locked in cold cages, awaiting
pain, torture, and death.

"Do you think he's cute?"
You want to know if you should
talk to him.
How should I know?
I'm thinking about all the kids who
never talk
And keep all the hurt inside
And how they end up; convicts,
alcoholics, drug addicts,
killers, victims of their own rage.

"I have so much homework!"
You often oomplain about school.
I'm thinking about all the children
Who will never be educated, who
would love to learn
And have a chance in the world
And all the illiterate adults; struggling now,
Wishing they had taken education more seriously when they
were young.

"Is my lipstick too dark?"
You're never anywhere without
your makeup kit.

"I'm bored!"
You sigh and doodle in your notebook.

·

·::.

Oo you expect me to entertain

you?
Right nowJ'm busy
Thinking about all the wrong in
this world;
All the pain, sorrow, fear, and
hate
All the people who need help
And are reaching out to no one
All the animals used by humans
in abusive and selfish
way.
And I'm worrying
About people like you who sit and
let it all happen
Never caring, never thinking,
never doing anything to
stop the cruelness of it all.
So don't expect me to care who you
are taking to prom.

Being alone isn't always a bad
thing
It's a way getting in touch with
different feelings,
That you never thought you had
You listen as your conscience talks
to you and you talk back
You get time to get your life back
on track
Loneliness is a time for getting
away to
the sanctuary of the park
the dreaminess of the view from
my window that lulls me
into thought
the barking of the dogs on my old,
rickety back porch
For some it's hard to get away,
because they have nothing to leave
behind
No brothers, no neighbors, no
parents
For me it's OK to get away because I can return to
The closeness between my sister
and me
The laughter of my mean, vicious
brothers
The comforting of my mother
The teddy bear softness of my
father
Being alone is not always appealing, but it is necessary.
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).Basic Training
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By Anwar Byas
/
Lincoln Park
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"Hit the dirt. You're under fire!"
The words ran through my mind
as I dove to the wet surface of the
hardened sand.
It was my sixth week of basic
training, and I had managed to
successfully accomplish each of
my tasks. Now I was faced with
the hardest of these-the
infiltration course.
The infiltration course was a
~~~~~~~=" giant labyrinth filled with traps and
~
diversions of all sorts. As I lay
there, the fluid in my brain began
to rush. A flood of thoughts filled
the entirety of my mind.
"Okay men," said the Voice,
"you've been given instructions on
what to do. Whether you fail this
mission or not is up to you. When
the green flare explodes... Move
out!"
I began to feel the rhythmic
thumping within my body. It was
the steady pulsation of my heart
beating as 1f at any moment it
would lose 1ts energy and die out.
As I caught my breath, I noticed a
change tn the rate of my breath-

ing. The gas mask I wore had
managed to make my breathing
flow in short, rapt increments,
causing me to breathe at the
same pace as the beating of my
heart.
Sssss! Whoom! The flare had
exploded. As I started crawling
into my "bedroom in hell", I
realized that the bullets heading
in my dtrection were real, the
exploding mines were real. The
Situation itself was real.
I began to remember watching
the television, poring over the
news articles I had unselfishly
taken time out to read. Readings
of war and patn and the misunderstandings of man and his
egocentric ideologies of how life
could and should be.
I could hear mus1c and the
cries of pain simultaneously. The
steady rain of bullets over my
head made my prevtously
fat1gued body fill with a hydraulic
rush as the adrenalin within made
me move rapidly, unthinkingly.
I pictured the people I knew I

was protecting. I was fighting for
a cause. I was an American
soldier. NO, tt wasn't a war I was
fighting. I had to realize that
though I was a soldier, I would
never be able to compare myself
to the "heroes of war". I had to
push myself, because diving
words in my head were telling me
that my end was near...
I made it through the course.
The smell of C-4 gas ripped
through my body, putting me to
my knees. It was done. I had to
let go of the dnve that compelled
me to move through this maze of
death. As I arose, the last meters
became blurred. I stared. I had
tried to accomplish a goal,
pressing on to prove that I was as
good as those before me ... but
this victory was not mtne to share
alone. I pushed extra hard !or a
goal anyone oould achieve . At
that moment everything seemed
more tangible than ever before,
and fantasy ... became my reality.

Illustrated by Mel Moy, Whitney Young
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Drug abuse, environment, sex
most critical issues to teens
The issues of greatest concern
to today's young teens are drugs,
the environment and sexual
issue, according to 9,000 letters
written to U.S. representatives
bvy 7th and 8th grade students
participating in a national
education program.
The students, aged 12-14,
identified a variety of current
issues as those with the most
immediate and long-term
significance for them. The top 10
issues cited by the students as
most important were:
-17% Drug abuse
-15% Environment (natural
resource preservation; recycling;
ozone layer; solid, toxic and
nuclear waste; acid rain, and
littering)
---13% Sexual issues (teen
pregnancy, abortion, birth control,
sex education)
-8% Violence (gun control,
crime, gangs, rape)

ALCOHOL ABUSE

SUICIDE 3%

CHILD ABUSE 4%

THE HOMELESS 5%

EDUCATION 6°/o
VIOLENCE 8°/o

SEXUAL ISSUES 13°/o

ENVIRONMENT 15°/o

DRUG ABUSE 17°/o

-6% Education (quality of
education, high school dropouts,
funding for education, funding for
college, and illiteracy)
-5% Homeless
-4% Child abuse
-3% Suicide
-3% Alcohol abuse
-3% AIDS
This information was gathered
by the RespecTeen Speak for
Yourself education project, which
sponsors an annual National
Youth Forum at which students
from all over the country lobby
Congress on behalf of the
country's youth.
A common theme of many of
the letters was a belief that more
intense and earlier education
would have a major impact on
reducing these problems. The
students saw a vital role for their
parents, schools, and communities working together with them in
addressing these issues.

Some sample letters from teens:
"Last year at our high school,
they announced that they were
going to arrest 30 kids for selling
drugs. The next day, 150 kids were
absent. This is a very scary thought,
because I will be in this high school
next. year."
"Teens want money these days
and they want a lot. They don't
want to work at a McDonalds or any
other store because it's just not
enough money for them, so they
sell drugs."
"I understand that teenagers are
a small percentage of America's
population, but we are 100 percent
of America's future. This is why I
am urging you to support mandatory prison sentences for the selling and distribution of drugs. No
parole. No probation. No reduced
sentences. No second chances."

Source: RespecTeen Speak for Yourself program , March 1990.
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PROM
RENTALS
and
SALES

Free
Pregnancy
Testing

2611 'East 83rtfSt.

Cfr.icaoa, lL 60617

\

• Tuxedos & Dresses
• Accessories
• Make-overs
• Limousine service
• Full service salon

Immediate
Results
I Test results while you wait

tAll services confidential

I Conuenient appointments
124 hour hotline

YOU NEED A
COMPETITIVE
EDGE ...
So, Register Now For
Chicago City-Wide College's
College Acceleration Program

Convenient Locations

15% discount
with ad and 10

Crisis Pregnancy Center
m=~r:t:t=~=!2l~~~$t).~:;::;~~~=rm~~=~m:tflf~gt~~

Loop

263-1576

March - April ONLY

104 S. Michigan
(at Michigan & Monroe)
North

M.C. HAMMER Can't Touch This!
Selec tive Designer Fashion s

I

3425 W . Peterson
suite No. 104
(Peterson West of Kimball)

-----------------~------------------l ~
0 Spring Open House, April 6
0 Pre-College Summer Institute: animation, vid eography, design, fine arts,
music technology, musical theater, dance, vocal technique and more.

0 Undergraduate Programs in 0 Design 0 Fine Arts 0 Crafts 0 Dance
0 Music 0 Theater

+

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - C1ty - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State - - - - - Zrp _______
-

- - - - - - - - Year/ HS Grad _____ Socral Securrty Number ______

Send to. D1rector of Admiss1ons, The University of the Arts, Broad and Pine Streets
Philadelphta, Pennsylvanta 19102

YC

The University of the Arts
Philadelphia College of Art and Design • Philadelphia College of Performing Arts
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Classes start in January.

*******
Talk to your counselor to enroll in CAP classes
if you are a junior or senior at any of the following
high schools:

Send in this coupon or calll -800-272-3790 or (215) 875-4808 (in PA or NJ)
to find out more about:

Name _________________________________________________

Classes include:
business, English, math, science, speech
plus others.

Tuition is inexpensive. Scholarships also are
available to qualified students.

The University of the Arts is the only university in the nation devoted
to education in design, the visual arts and the performing arts.

Telephone (

You will:
• earn college credit while in high school;
• save money; and
• experience the demands of college classes.

436-6111

Creative Futures Begin Here

+

*******

+

Chicago Vocational
Collins
Good Counsel
Hanna Sacks for Girls
Hyde Park
Jones
Lane Tech
Madonna

Manley
Maria
Marshall
Robeson
St. Patrick
Simeon
Weber

For add itional infonnation, call Emily Collier or
John Wilson at 312-855-8085

one o f the Otty colleges o f o h•cego

made their way to ABI to enlist her aid. With
Perii's help, Tristy was able to "borrow" the
second prototype mechsuit, under the
condition that it be monitored.
Meanwhile, in order to get a better view of
his surroundings, Mike stood atop the roof of
a tall downtown skyscraper. On the verge of
nausea, after bouncing around the city while

LENSCAP·Ben Nunez SENSEI-Lorraine Reyes SLOPE·Larry Miller II

being held by the 'suit, Liv happened to spot
another mechsuit in the distance, coming her
way.
We return now as Tristy, at the controls of
the second 'suit, approaches Mike's position
while discussing her rescue stratP.gy with
Perii.
The year is 2050 ...

SOS··Antonio Sosa RICE·Rugen Reyes PINKY·Paul Pinkston The GENERAL.Ciayton Fields

•

PSST! Hey! In order for us to produce a better episode, please send your questions and comments to Side 7 Studio, c/o New Exprcsion, 207 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604

Illustrated, Scripted and Lettered by LENSCAP /Plotted by S7S
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§end for yourFree,
PASSPORT &TICKETS
to a Career you'll love f(JT a lifetime.
You'll spend most of your life working
once you leave high school and college. Be
sure you love what you do for a living.
People in Travel/fourism Careers do!
They meet exdting new people and go to
exotic places as part of their jobs.
They also work in a field that urgently
needs trained people to fill entry level
positions in travel agendes, airlines.
cruiseship companies and hotels. According
to the U.S. Department Of Labor: the travel

industry creates jobs twice as fast as the
overall economy.
But you need the right training to get
your start. The kind of training offered at
Robert Morris College.
Find out all about Travel/fourism
Career opportunities by sending for "Your
PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in
Travel/fourism". It could be the beginning
of the most exdting trip of your life!

p---------.. - ---ill
. . . . .. . ...... .

::.: . . . . . . . :r;:--:-:.::.-~·;;....:....·.... . .
.. ·.·.··.·...

..;~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··

Brenda Roberts

Travel Agent
CARLSON Travel Agency

'Thanks to Robert Morris College
I was trained in 40 weeks and
placed in a greaJ starting position. I
just toolt a free 'FAM' trip to a
resort in Arizona and wiU taRe
another to jamaica at the firs/ of
the year/"

We have a FREE Career Package for you! Fill out and return this form
I
for your PASSPORT and TICKETS!
"Your PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in the Travel/Tourism Industry"
I • describes
in detail over 20 Career Positions with their compensation, benefits,
I
and avenues of advancement. Learn why Travel/Tourism is one of the few
professions that doesn't require a 4-Year Degree to rise to the top!
I • Your 2-Tickets entitle you and a friend to TOUR Robert Morris College's
Training Fadlities, at no obligation. You'll have a chance to talk with teachers
I
and students alike.
I
Name ---------------------------I
Address ------------------------I
City ----------- State---- Zip----Phone (
I
Mail To: Mr. Mark Stafford
I
Robert Morris College
180 N. LaSalle
I
ROBERT
Chicago, IL 60601
MORRIS
I
Or CaD: (312) 836-4608 for your
COLLEGE
FREE Passport Tickets.
IL
&

--------------"Your PORT·OF·ENT'RY To Tbe World's Most ExciUng Career Cbolces, TRAVBL/T'OlJll.ISM"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..

Reginald Grigsby

Sales Representative
AMTRAK

'The specific travel computer
training I received ill Robert Morris
Colkge aJJowed me to get a greal
starting position. I love the people,
worlt environment and greaJ
starting salary with outstanding
ben4itsl"

HYou've Been 'lllinking Alaout AClass, ADegree, Or ANew Maior, Consider 'lite Columbia Advantage:
We've...._ It fledllel
• Prompt transcript evaluation
• Evening and 'Weekend classes
available
• Concurrent enrollment with other

schools
• Financial aid ovoiloble

We've Made It b.ctltlll!
•
•
•
•

Personalized educational programs
Small doss SIZe
Faculty of working professtonols
Extensive intern/co-op opporlunthes
Columboo College odm.t1 srvdents wrlhout regard
to age, race, color, sex, rel>g100, pllysKol hondocop
ond no11000l or erhnoc 0<'9'"
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We've Made It
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertising
Advertising Art
Arts Management
Computer Graphics
Donee
English
Fashion Business
Fashion Design
Fiction Writing
FilmNideo
Ftne Art
Graphtc Design
Illustration
lntenor Design
Journalism
Ltberol Education ., ·rl
Studies
. ;r
• Mogozrne Writing/ •;~:
Edittng
I·

•
•
•
•
•
•
, •
•
•
•
•

Marketing
Marketing Communication
Music
Music Business
Photography
Professional Writing
Public Relations
Radio/Sound
Science and Mothemcrtics
Television
Theater

New,WIMIIWYM

YNilllltFort
Call today for a tour and application:
(~12) 6U· 1600,

Ill•••• IJO.

Open House - Saturday, March 9th
10:30 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.
All Are Welcome! Call For Details

;Entertainment

"La'ml)s"
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One of the most haunting images in "The Silence of the Lambs"
occurs early in the film at an institution for the criminally insane. This
is where FBI trainee Clarice Starling (Jodie Foste) first meets the
psychiatrist/mass murderer,
Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins).
In the other cells she has seen
various wild-eyed, dirty, raving lunatics. Then she sees Lecter, wellscrubbed and docile-looking,
standing perfectly still in the middle
of his cell.
We sense immediately that of all
the insane criminals there on the
cell block, he is the most dangerous, and we are doubly horrffied
because he appears to be so..
.sane.
This scene evokes the subtle,
creeping undercurrent of evil that
elevates this film above the average slasher flick and makes it so
memorable.
"The Silence of the Lambs",
based on the Thomas Harris novel,
is about an FBI unit's hunt for another psychopathic killer, Buffalo
Bill, named so because he skins
his victims. The agent in charge of
the case, Jack Crawford (Scott
Glenn), tries to enlist the aid of the
imprisoned Hannibal Lecter (nicknamed "The Cannibal" because he
ate his victims). Being both a brilliant psychiatrist and a lunatic, he
can possibly give the FBI insight
into the mind of the serial killer,
Crawford figures. However, Lecter
has been uncooperative with the
FBI agents Crawford has sent.
Desperate, Crawford sends in a
gutsy young female trainee (Foster), possibly, we suspect, to exploit Lecter's sexual frustration.

The gamble works, ff for no other
reason than because of Starling's
equal amount of intelligence. The
rest of the movie becomes a race
against time as Starling uses
Lecter's insights in gathering clues
to bring her closer to the murderer
before he kills his next victim. Along
the way, the film flirts with an assortment of fears and taboos:
cannibalism, being kidnapped, being skinned alive, being chased in
pitch darkness, people knowing
your blackest secrets, sexual perversion, and being a short woman
in a world full of tall men (You have
to see the movie to understand
this!)
We also become attached to the
ambitious Clarice Starling, thanks
to some fine acting by Foster. As
the movie progresses, we gain insight into the forces that drive he;
so hard to catch Buffalo Bill: a
childhood memory involving the
slaughtering of the spring lambs,
coupled with the fact that the victims are all females.
The audience also sees the obvious sexism that Starling comes
up against as she is constantly
reminded that she is a woman in a
traditionally male job by every man
she encounters, from Crawford on
down. It is a theme the movie toys
with at every turn. It forces us, in
the film's heart-stopping climax involving Starling and Buffalo Bill, to
fear for her intensely not just because she is an untried FBI trainee
up against a mass murderer, but
because she is a woman up against
a mass murderer. The fact that she
is armed does nothing at all to
lessen our fears.
However, the film belongs to

Anthony Hopkins, whose elusive,
complex portrayal of Dr. Lecter
gives the movie its pervading sense
of evil. He wears no hockey mask
like the Jason character from the
"Friday the 13th" films, or grotesque
make-up like the Freddy Krueger
character from the "Nightmare on
Elm Street" films. The evil radiates
from within. Lecter does not need
to bear a knife or axe to make us
afraid. His clear, deliberate speaking voice is enough to scare us. It
is his intelligence, disarming charm,
and "human-ness" that makes him
so frightening. We know that lurking beneath that polished exterior
is a monster, and we are stunned,
left wondering how a person can be
simultaneously so enlightened and
animal-like.
Let it be mentioned that there are
treats for those in the audience
seeking blood and gore. We are
treated to the images of bloated,
rotting corpses a'nd dismembered
heads, and in one very grisly sequence we finally see Lecter reveal
the wolf that has ben hiding in
sheep's clothing. However, it is the
subtle imagery that leaves the lasting imprints and makes "Lambs"
such a landmark horror film, such
as the scene in which Starling, ignoring the mental institution's
warning not to come too close to
the inmates, takes a piece of paper
from Lecterthrough his prison bars.
The doctor hesitates in the exchange, and there is a moment
where we expect him to rip her
hand to ribbons. But he does not.
He merely uses the opportunity to
caress her hand with his index finger, gently, intimately. That is true
horror.

Welcome
Aboard.
You've probably seen
our 1991 Deluxe buses
as they're being tested
under actual service
conclitions.
Beginning in February
they will be placed in
scheduled service on
selected routes throughoutthedty.
These buses are an
outstancling adclition to
our fleet. They're the most
mcxiern and advanced

vehicle of their kind. The
interior is completely
redesigned so there's
more room in the aisle.
The ride is smoother and
softer.
Windows are designed
to provide improved
ventilation and visibility.
The bottom line is a more
enjoyable ride for you.
These buses have a
special feature that will
make boarcling easier

for people with disabilities and for those who
have trouble with high
steps: a hydraulic lift that
will offer the convenience
of public transit to many
of these riders for the
first time.
Please help us welcome these new riders by
giving them access to their
designated seating areas.
These new buses are
the first of two orders

totaling over 950 vehicles.
At the end of this year
almost half of our fleet will
be brand new. These new
buses are not only attractive and comiortable;
their reliability will enable
us to deliver a better
level of serVlce to you,
day after day. And that's
good news for all of us.

Of!CAGO mANSIT AI.JTIIORITY
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Club it or leave it
By Melanie McFarland
Morgan Park Academy

"So what are you doing this
weekend?"
"Well, I think I'll do a lot of embroidery on Friday night, and see if I
can finish knitting that sweater.
Saturday, I'm going to my aunt's to
help her milk those cows, and I'll
probably spend Saturday night reciting poetry in front of my mirror.
Then I think I'll do something wild
and crazy and stay up until 11 ."
Well folks, these activities are
indeed exciting and fulfilling in
moderation. But not on a weekend
night. After all of the monotony of
the week, a person should do
something active and fun. Okay,
maybe knitting is fun . But the point
is, it's good to crawl out of your little
hovel once in a while and carou se
about the town.
Where, you ask? Where can a
teen go and dance without having
to worry about seeing their teacher
there ...or worse, a bunch of 10year-olds? Well , contrary to popular belief, there are some awesome
places in Chicago where a teen
can dance the nig ht away without
need ing a fake 1.0 . Many of
Ch1cago's dance clubs have teen
nights for us restless young folk.
Luckily for y'all, we here at New
Expression have saved you the
trouble of finding out wh1ch ones
are the best, and wh1ch are the
worst. It was a dirty job, but somebody had to do rt. Heh heh.

sort of blah ..... Fridays-1 7 and over.
Cover varies.
Neo-2350 N. Clark- Thefirstthing
that comes to mind is dinky. We're
talking Lilliput here. This place is
small. There is a small dance floor,
no juice bar, and they play heavy
metal music and house. Something
just does not click. Try it if you are
so inclined.
Pow erhouse -221 0 S. MichiganAptly named, this is another one of
the greatest attractors of dancing
maniacs. The music is awesome,
with a cool mix of house and alternative. The crowd is a mix of all

types, but there is mostly a deep
house crowd . It's usually so
crowded that it's really hot and
funky-literally. But it is worth it.
Pay a visit. Fridays, Saturdays 10
p.m. to 3 a.m. $6
Cabaret Metro -3730 N. ClarkThis is not a dance club-it's more
like a small concert hall. There are
lots of all ages concerts here, but
not always, so be sure to check.
Metro is host to such bands as
Living Color, Sine ad O 'Connor, The
Psychedelic Furs, Front 242, and

many more. Check it out. For concert info, call 549-0203.
B ismarck -171 W. RandolphThe Bismarck is a hotel that is
turned into a dance hall from time to
time. The decor is fabulous. There
is usually a juice bar, and the music
is usually outstanding because the
seasonal parties are done by
Chicago's finest D.J.'s-The Chicago Bad Boys, Li'l Louis, and
Pharris Thomas are usually the old
standbys here. HOWEVER, the
place is a meat market. I mean the

Medusa 's -3257 N SheffieldT he reigning champ1on of the club
world. Every Friday and Saturday
ntght, th1s place turns into a veritable Mecca for kids hungry for
groove and fun. The music is great,
the decor 1s wild, and the jUice bar
is yummy, not to mention that it has
a "Rock Room", where one can
hear the most hip and happening
bands in the Chicago area. Make
sure you have sufficient identification, though, or you won't be able to
partake of the party Wednesdays10 p m. to 2 a.m.-17 and over w/
1.0., Fridays-9 p.m. to 2 a.m.-17
and overw/1.0., Saturdays- All Ages
Dance 7-10:30 P.M .• Late Night 11
P M -3 A.M -17 and over w/1.0
Alca traz 112Green St-Yes, this
club 1s named after a prison This
should give you a clue. It's kind of
hard to f1nd-1t's located in a small
building, w1th a small sign outs1de.
The front room has v1deo games
and vending machines, and the
bathrooms are small. The dance
floor IS expansive, and the mus1c
Jams. However, the decor's rami
niscent of a gym decorated for a
school dance Also, we recommend
that you go on Saturday nlghtsFndays are doader than Elv1s. Th1s
IS a relat1vely new club, so gtve it
some t1me to ptck up. But gtve 1t a
try Fndays, Saturdays $5 before
10
Alcazar-2828 N Broadway- With
tt's now Image, thts club show
promise. Some of Chtcago's hot test D J.'s havo been popping up
thoro. BUr, tho word is that 1t's not
as groat as 11 could bo Tho deccr,
tho mu:.tc, f:VfHY THING IS JUSt

m
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Southside

374-8666
4006 W. 79th Street

Northwest

928-833

iates Medical

wolves are out in full force. Ladies,
prepare to be grabbed, manhandled, pinched, and generally
violated here. Have fun. Cover
varies. Watch for info on parties
through fliers.
Well, there it is. So put away
those knitting needles, stop milking
Bessie, slip on those dancin' shoes
and go out and boogie. Have fun.
You can thank us later.

Youth Communication and KRAFT G ENERAL Foons
in cooperation with the Department of Cultural Affairs

present the first annual

An art, photography, poetry and prose contest for
Chicago high school students.

$1,000 U. S. Savings Bond
Second place $500 u.s. Savings Bond
Third place $100 U .S. Savings Bond

First place

Teachers of first place winners in any category will
Each entry must be accompanied by the
following infonnalion: name, age, home address,
phone number, school, name of English or art
teacher, Litle of work. Enl.t)' fonns must
accompany all submitions.

• Drawings and paintings
ink, pencil (colored or graphite), pastel (chalk
or o il), acrylic, or watercolo r
8" x 10" minimum
24" x 30"maximum

• Photographs
black and white o r color

8"xl0" or ll"xl7"
• Fiction • 2,000-word maximum
• Poetry • 150-word maximum
Teachers are discouraged from submitting
multiple entries that represent the same class
assignmenl
Eltgtble entrants include teens who can prove
Clucago restdency and who are enrolled in a
Chicago high school. Students may submit only
one entry per category.
Winning cntnes may be published in New
Expression . Winners wtll also be part of an
exhibition at the Daley Center and at corporate
offices through 199 1
Honorable mentions may be selected for
publication and/or exhibition and will be
awarded cerufi cates.
Teens uwolved wuh Youth Communication/
:\ew Express ton arc not qualified to parttcipate
in thts contest
Youth Commumcauon and Kraft assume no
responsibility for loss or damage. Entries wtll be
returned to each school as soon as possible after
judging. Entrants can also arrange to ptck up
entries at our downtown office.

$100 to buy classroom supplies
CATEGORIES:

drawing
painting
photography
fiction
poetry
Deadline for entries:

April 15, 1991
end or bring entries to:
Youth Commumcation
2Cf7 S Wabash, 8th floor
Chtcago, ll 60604

ror any questions, call
(312) 663-0543
and ask for Lorramc.
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Ifshe can

look up to you :.;<·._
she,ll never .·. ·: :..
-look down
·- ·.~-.
on herself.

I
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Calling all D.J. hopefuls:
Have you got the right stuff?
By Marvin Patterson
Hyde Park Academy

WGCI's Dave Michaels (left) at work with his engineer....

" ...No matter how hard
it may seem to get in (to radio),
just hang in there and
. ... "
you WI"II ge t m

So you think you want ot be a amounts of their salary. "You have
D.J.?First, take a look behind the to be in radio a long time to start
scenes at WGCI-FM. It proves that making money, because there are
there's more to doing a radio show not many Doug Banks or Tom
Joyners in the world.
than saying "107.5, WGCI."
Just ask Bonnie DeShong, traffic
"I wouldn't discourage or encourreporter and co-anchor for the age anyone to get a degree in radio
"Banks and Company show" 5 a.m. or TV. Technically, you don't need
to 9 a.m. weekdays, ther period a degree to work in radio."
also known as "morning drive";
Frankie J. suggested students
Frankie J., host of the Saturday learn the equipment that makes the
night show, "Rap Down the Side A," radio show run, because it gives
and the Jammin' Dave Michaels, them a better chance for getting
who hosts the "Coke Top Eight at hired. "It's also good to have a
Eight," the show featuring listeners' eight most-requested
songs.
"The best advice
The first radio station
DeShong worked for was
I would tell teens would
WGCI. She started on the AM
be first to work at a high
station five years ago, when
Richard Purgee (Dusties
school newspaper or
Deejay) hired her as a traffic
radio station."
reporter. "I really have not
made any sacrifices, because
- Bonnie DeShong
it was something I wanted to
, ....
........··:
do," said DeShong.
"The best advice lwouldtellteens second major, like in business. A
would be first to work at a high degree is important because it
school newspaper or radio station, makes you a well-rounded person,
and take some radio speech and if you have a degree, it will
courses like Radio 101. But don't make you a better person in what
just say that you want to be a D.J. ever you do," said Jones.
Do news, do anything that will help
Dave Michaels said that young
you, because you might start off as people should first get into radio
·a D.J., but then have to do news.
even if it is just as an intern, volun" Don't sluff off and say that you teer, or just hanging out and learndon't need math, because you do; ing. "Also, no matter how hard it
we have to know about may seem to get in, just hang in
contracts.... and our salary is graded there and you will get in."
on the numbers that come in from
You know the radio station that
Arbitron (rating system for radio makes you slip into something
shows)."
comfortable? That's WVAZ-FM,
Frankie J . said there is one sac- more commonly known as V-103.
rifice D.J.'s make - it's in the Mel Devon, the DJ for "Night

Moves," he said, "radio was just
something I slipped into. At first, I
didn't think of becoming a disc
jockey because it was not a promising career. I believe that you're
never too old to get into radio, because generally, you're never too
old for anything. People don't believe that radio is just a job...sure,
we get to see famous people, and
go to the latest concerts, but you
get tired of it.
''The only sacrifices I made for
radio were in my relationships,
changing jobs and staying
stable. The best advice is to
be really serious if you want
to get into radio because it
took me seven radio station
jobs before I came to V-1 03."
Michelle Summons at WKKC
is a student at Hyde Park
Academy. She works with
YPN also known as Young
Peoples' Network or Youths
on the move. She worked at
KKC for several months. Ms.
Summons heard about the program
through friends at church.
Her advice to peers is to "Make
sure you have a pleasing personality, because attitudes are a big part
of this career. Teenagers who want
to become a DJ should come to
KKC at Ker.nedy King College and
join the program."
Brian McCoy, a senior at Hyde
Park Academy known on the air as
"Big Man McCoy," worked for KKC
for seven months. The only advice
he gave is, if you're really serious
about choosing a career in radio,
then go for it. "But be willing to talk
with people, and meet people," he
said. ff:~

this summer and fall
at harold washington college,
thousands of chicagoans
will be leaming
to read:
to write:
to speak:
to draw:

nine computer languages
music
spreadsheets
poetry and short stories
reports and proposals
computer programs
eleven foreign langu~es
on the stage or to a group
en~lish as a second langu~c
still lives. figures. illustrations
charts. graphs. computerized
blueprints
logical conclusions

what
have you
always wanted
to learn?

summer classes
start June 5,
fall classes
start Sept. 3.
• • us.
come JOin

HAROLD
WA5HIDiiTOD
[OllEiiE
30 EAST LAKE STREET
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601

STUDENT ART COMPETITION
$64,000 IN TOTAL PRIZES
Design a poster that shows how you feel computer
technology will affect the future of art, and you could win one
of 8 prizes totalling $64.000 in cash and scholarships. All
Chicago area high school juniors and seniors are eligible; ask
your art teacher for a copy of the rules and entry form, or
call 312-836-4608. Entry deadline is March 22. so hurry!

Sponsored by Robert Morris College

984-2800
New Expression MARCH1991
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"The Soul Cages"

REGGAE MUSIC:

Wh.at a

a Caribbean sound cruise

pleasant
Sting
it is!

By Sarah Karp
Lincoln Park

By George P. Azevedo
Lincoln Park

People dancing on white sand.
"Who is going to dance with me
tonight?" The music bounds
with carefree joy.

" All colours bleed to red I
Asleep on the ocean 's bed I
For all my days remaining I
But what would be true? I
... Why should I cry for you?"
"The Soul Cages" is Sting's fourth
solo album and his most personal
yet. It is personal because this
album, according to publicity reports,
was Sting's redemption for ignoring
his father's death which occurred
after the completion of his previous
album," ... Nothing Like The Sun." To
cope with the death of his father,
Sting buried himself in work - a world
tour and a campaign to save the
Amazon Rain Forests.
All problems must be faced sooner
or later. When trying to write songs
for his new album, Sting found it
impossible to write lyrics.
"Not a damned thing" came to
mind, Sting said. For new subject
matter he brainstormed and decided
to write about his childhood: "A great
big bloody ship... And the river ...The
river flowed to the sea."
Sting was raised in the ship-building town of Newcastle, England,
where ships rose high above the
many rooftops of the city. The new
album is full of images of what seem
to be bleak and grim pre-pubescent
years. "The Soul Cages" describes
an anticipated future he wanted to
escape, the death of his father and
the feeling that Christianity had
cheated h1m.
Betrayed or not, within these
songs he is going to resolve the
problems just as he did when trying
to write them. In the album's songs,
Stmg's father is a sh1p builder After
his father dies he places h1s father
on one of the ships he built, sails it
down the river and buries him at
sea.
By doing th1s he creates h1s own
relig1on. By not following Christianity, he escapes the future he feared.
There was much talk before "The
Soul Cages"was released that Sting
had returned to a style which had
been well-suited to his former group
The Police, but no longer fits him.
The Police were an incredibly energetic group that sang shallow
songs of sex, self-remorse and
comical tragedy. Th1s 1s not the
case with the songs of "The Soul
Cages.· If there were to be any
parallel drawn from the Pollee to
Sting's new album it would be that
he has returned to playing the bass
guitar.
When f~rst listen1ng to the Soul
Cages the first thing that strikes the
listener are the graphic, poetic imagery.
With repeated listenings, the album becomes a polished reflection
of Sting's style : It gets better with
t1me.
What can on
Soul Cages?
at peace

Rating

I***** I

Reggae. The music lighted by God's
gleaming in natural beauty. The music of the Carribean.
I am not from Jamaica. I am not
black. I am not connected to it by
blood, but yet I am a soul relative of
reggae.
I have been weaned off popular
music and transported into a world of
colors, red, green, gold, and black. As
reggae is these colors, it encompasses
all elements of society. This world is
ruled by a king named Bob Marley.
To focus on Marley is to focus on
what reggae music is. A perfect example can be found by walking
through one of his best albums "Legend."
"No Woman, No Cry" takes a chiding, compassionate look at the despairof women . However, the woman
wears masks. She may be a symbol
for the vulnerability of man, for the
downtrodden, for the empty, or for the
lonely. Perhaps she is the weeping
Africa. Nevertheless it ends on the
hopeful note of Marley's chant,
"Everything's going to be all right.
Everything's going to be all right."
The next song is clearly designed to

make adull,yellow morning
bright. "Three Little Birds
Outside" was the original
"Don't Worry, Be Happy"
song. The skipping melody
glides, "Don't worry about a
thing, 'cause every little
thing is going to be all right
now." Stress seems to
shrink in the warm arms of
this sassy tune.
"Buffalo Soldier" is even
faster. But regardless of its
wild rhythm, the underlying
message pounds through.
"Buffalo Soldier" is about
the black man "stolen from
Africa, brought to America" and his nection between Marley's culture and
struggles here. In Marley's song you all others. In this song all people
can recognize this soldier by his long should melt into one and "feel all right.".
unkempt hair. He is a dread lock Rasta. The idea is flawless.
Bob Marley is part of the Rasia
Many of the people and situations
religion, a religion where it is optimal which Marley sang about were pitted
to be embraced in the earth. They beneath America's driven, overpowsmoke ganja, commonly known as ering nature, but his music was not.
pot, for the freedom it gives them. His "feel-good" Rasia religion guided
Rastafarians wear dread locks , him, and his spirit carried him. For 20
unwashed tangled hair, because the years his music has soothed an updreadlocks are considered natural.
beat, outcast segment of society.
The song that most embodies
His music is remembered by his
Marley and perhaps all of reggae is son Ziggy and many others who have
"One People, One Love." You can created individual variations on his
find this song on almost every one of vibrance. Their exotic flavor should
his albums. The song draws the con- be tasted by everyone. '::.''

Be a Television Star on

HARD COVER
~~~~~~~~~~~

NURSING:
A CAREER WITH A FUTURE

a news program by youth for
youth ... an opportunity for
YOU to communicate with
other teens of Chicago about
Issues that affect you...

Did you know that nursing hos changed? Todoy's
nurse is o highly educated professional working 1n
oreos such os critical core, oncology, emergency core,
surgery, ped1otncs, obstetrics, psychiatry ond rehobil·
1tohon to nome o lew. And, !hots jusl hospital nursing
Nurses also work in clinics, nursing homes, schools,
government, privole industry soles lob ond research
Starting salaries for nurses ore excellent
overogmg around $25,000 annually in the Ch1cogo
metropolitan oreo They also en1oy good benefits,
flexible scheduling ond lhe pride of knowing their
work makes o difference in someone's life every doy
If you wont o career with o future, become
o nurse. To lind out how to enler the field of nurs1ng.
fill out the coupon below ond moil to the Health
Careers Department at the Metropolitan Chicago
Healthcare Council, 222 South Riverside Plata,
Chicago, Illinois 60606 or call {312) 906-6028.

BE A PART OF THE MOST
POWERFUL MEDIA OF
L';;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;~~~~~;;J THE '90's!

Stop by YouJh CommunicaiWn, 207 S. Wabash Ave., on Friday,
or make an appointment with Julk Brlch at 663-0543.
Watch HARD COVER on Mondllys at 5:30pm on Channel 19

Introducing
The University
Of Opportunity.
n June, National College of Education became National
I Louis
University.
And with that step up In status. we've taken a big step
to expand our commitment to serve all of the people tn the
Chicago area.
You can see It In the unique programs and services
offered at our Chicago campus. Including a special
academic assistance program designed especially for
urban students. Professionally-oriented degree programs
in business. accounting. computers. human services and
education. And a financial aid policy that allows many
students to pay little or no tuition.
Because let's face it. Nothing opcns the door to
opportunity like a college education.
At National Louis University. that's an opportunity we
think cvcryone deserves.

I om mteresled 10 be<ommg o nurse Please send mformollon lo

AIXIi!\1

en

~

To find out morc about the Chicago campus of National
Louis Unlv(•rslty. call (312) 621-9650.
National Louts University
18 S. Michigan Ave
C'htrago. IL 60603
I:.:VANSTON · LOMBARD · Cl IICAGO · I~LG!N
Excelling as National College of Education since 1886.
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Moillo Metropolitan Chicago Healthcore Council
Health Careers Oeportmenl
712 Soulh R1vers1de Plaza
ChiCago, IL 60606
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Brown
.•.comi~ttted from page 2 8

"I think that if you
put your heart into
something, you could
do it that much

better. n

Brown's goal is to play professional basketball overseas. But if
she does not, she plans to get her
college degree in communications.
Though Brown said she was glad
for the support of friends like fellow
teammates Dinah Simpson and
Tammy Doby, and her family, she
said most of her encouragement
comes from herself. "I think that if
you put your heart into something,
you could do it that much better."
How will the team fare after she
graduates?
"They're going to do well," she
replies modestly. She said she feels
junior Nicole Cole (also a Chicago
Area All-Conference selection) and
freshman Tangela Smith will help
lead the team to another successful season next year.
Of her career, Brown says "It's
been fun," and wishes her fellow
teammates the best.
Evidently, the whole school feels
the same toward her. At a pep rally
celebrating the team's trip to the
Elite Eight tournament at the University of Illinois at Urbana, the gym
was filled with shouts of "Kina, Kina!"
"Everyone went wild," one student
commented. "This is the biggest
thing that has happened to us in a
long time."

rn

Hubbard
...coni inued from page 28

"Enthusiasm for
basketball has taken
off dramatically at the
Southwest side school
this year. "

2 one-half-inch senior Tony Ross
and 6-foot-1 inch senior Dwayne
Rose. "I wouldn't exchange my
guards for any others in the city,"
explained Ociepka. "I thmk they
both will be Division 1 players down
the road. I like to think they will be
recruited as Division 1 players. I
know they will be successful, no
matter where they go because
they're both good kids."
At a place where baseball has
been the golden child for many
years, enthusiasm for the boys
basketball team has taken off dramatically at the Southwest side
school this year. "It has helped gain
notoriety for the school and players," said Ociepka.
"I feel great!" exclaimed junior
standout Ramona Hannah. "Going
11-0 will make you feel good."
The seniors have definitely en-

joyed this season the most Senior
guard T.D. Harmon said, "I feel
great betng part of th is winning
team . I'm glad he (Ociepka) asked
me to be part of it. Going undefeated
will be the first time for us."
"I feel that this is the best team
Hubbard has had since I've been
here," said senior guard Ross. "We
are playing more as a teC~m and as
a result, we are winning. The difference between this year and the
past years is we've got more talent
so teams can't key in on one individual player. We also have a better coach, not putting down any in
the past, but Ociepka knows what
he is doing. "
In the future, Ociepka said, "I
think we will be very competitive
but we need a big guy. Next year
our biggest player will be 6 feet 5
inches tall and young ." ~:/

Video Game Review

3257-NORTH SHEFfiELD I CHICACO (ONE BLOCK

NORTH Of JELMONT, ONE BLOCl( WEST OF CLARK)
3.12.935·3·35
WEDNESDAYS
10PM·2AM /17 & OVER (Ips)
FRIDAYS
9PM·2AM /17 & OVER (IDs)

LHX Attack Chopper

SATURDAYS

By Electronic Arts

All AGES DANCE 7PM-I0:30PM
LATE NIGHT nPM·3AM I 17 & OVER (IDs)

By MlkeTamez
Whitney Young

ROCK ROOM SCHEDULE FOR

M

A

c

R

FRIDA'{ MARCH I

H

SAQ

MY COUSIN KENNY

SATURDAY MARCH 2

FRIDA¥ MARCH 8

nPM

QUAKER YOUTH

ENSEMBLE nPM
SATURDAY MARCH 9

BONES

TONES FOR JONES

9:3o1I2:3o

FRIDA'f MARCH 15

CHIA PET

SATURDAY MARCH 16

nPM

ERIC SWANSON

POWER TRIO

9:3ot12:3o

FRIDA¥ MARCH 22

soo HATS

(FORMERLY STATE OF EMERCENC¥) nPM
SATURDAY MARCH 23

BUSINESS

NOBODY'S

CIII}O Ridge 423-3301

'OLDOIOWD
tGOLI MILL
L--SJ
_;:we
_OT
_4-_~
_ __. MJes 296-4500

9:3ot12:3o

HOLY COWS

SATURDAY MARCH 30 77

tHYDI
Plll
Clw;ago s 288-4m

'' McCLUIG COUIT , COMMONS
Ne4t North li4Nil23

FRIDA¥ MARCH 29

BABES

~".aAU»..a.........~~..,

uPM

LUSCIOUS

tNOIIIDGI
Nomdge 452 mJ

• NOITIIIIVIISIDI'IIVEITID CT.
No ~ 4471178 vemon Htlls 816-8228
'OlUIOOI

O;w 8t()l)ll 573-11611

'STUJ'fOID SQ.

~ 351·9610

'WDSTDPUQ 'Gifmnt PAll 'OlUND SQ.

'TOWN & COUNTIY

'GIOVI CIJIUU 'IICI WI SQ.
'FOIDaTY 14
Oll'lt:•en Grove 852-4440 Wlleaton 653-4567
Clrcago sw 582 1838

'WOODRIJ.D

Ne4t Non/1 327-3100

• Prr:.2nl!D"
[X] ...... .._,

Gnftlt~

219 /923-4»J

" ~'!d..

"T'H"X [I)Jcx;u...__,j

Orlartd M J4'UIXXJ

*-"'

Ul.T RA· BlY~~

CJI ,_.,. lor , _ ......

9:3o/12:3o

tiiVU
IUN
/..afiSlllfJ IJ9S.0052

At1Jngton Hrs 255-4(XJ)

Schaumi:laQ 619-16lfl

f'"'...meo~

rn~~'ff:l

IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and
compatibles. 51 2k, 640k
recc'd. Hard disk recc'd. CGA,
EGA, 256cl r MCGA, VGA. fully
suppt's Adlib. 5.25 incl, 3.5
available.
LHX Attack Chopper 1s a
colorful simulation of helicopter
(VTOL) warfare. Ready for
piloting are; The McDonnell
Douglas AH-64 Apache,
Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk,
Bell/ Boeing V-22 Osprey and
the classified LHX (Light
Helicopter eXperimental).
The individual cockpit
designs are painstakingly
accurate, While truly realistic
flight 1s not wholly represented.
For example, Translational Lift
does not ex1st 1n the game,
also, autorotation (landing a
chopper without engine power)
1s not perfectly represented
Finally for the criticisms,
temperature variations do not
affect the weight allowed at
takeoff.
The campaign settings
(Germany, Middle East and
Southeast Asia) are well
represented. Weather factors
and geographical features are
h1ghly accurate.
All types of missions are
ava1lable, ranging from B-2
support flights to Med1-Vac
ops.
Reviewer's Rating Scale (six
star max.}
Theme: ....
Realism: ···
GraphiCs: ••••••
Playabd1ty: ... ..
Overall: .... .
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Washington's
rown
leads team
to victory

team
grabs
spotlight
By Robert Kodura

By Dora Aguilar
Washington

The city championship was going into overtime. The Washington
High School Minutewomen were
behind.
Then, with three seconds left,
standout Kina Brown scored three
free-throws.
Dethroning the Marshall High
School city champs, 13 years at the
helm, would seem an impossible
feat.lmpossiblefor anyone but Kina
Brown, that is.
Brown, a senior, was recently
named the All-StatePiayer of the
Year by the Chicago Sun-Times.
The newspaper had earlier named
her all-area player of the year, saying she "was the most overwhelming first-ballot pick in the history of
the selections."
Brown has been on the Varsity
Girls basketball team since her
freshman year, and even then, she
helped lead the Minutewomen to a
perfect conference record.
Brown also excels off the court.
With a GPA of 3.2, she ranks 32 in
the senior class. Many major universities, including the University
of Michigan, Ohio State, University
of Arizona, Michigan State, West
Michigan, and Northern Illinois University have tried to recruit her on
basketball scholarships.
Brown
said she is really not sure which
school she will attend, but will decide after the season is over.
Brown's only high school sport
has been basketball, but she plans
to join the girl's softball team this
spring. Her "hobby" sports are
weight lifting, football, softball- "All
sports. n
Contin~ad,

Hubbard

" ... This is the
biggest thing that has
happened to us in a
,
.
l ong tzme ...

Coming off a fourth-place finish
in the Public League Blue Central a
year
ago,
coach
Bill
"Depth, athletic
Oc i e.pka' s
Hubbard
ability, and experience is
b 0 y s
not something Ociepka
basketball
has to worry about."
team
is
squaring up
and shooting
for the number-one spot
Ociepka, in his second year with
the boys varsity team, has a wealth
of talent on the hardwood and hopes
that a conference championship
can ultimately emerge from a gifted
and mature group.
Hubbard began this season with
a good showing at the St. Rita
Thanksgiving Day tournament, finishing 2-2. Then they proceeded
with a tough pre-season schedule.
"We played three of the top ten
teams in the state and only lost by
an average of $even points," remarked Ociepka.
Hubbard then emerged as the
We feature America's most
team to beat in the Blue Central by
class rings from Jostens, the
going 17-4 (11-0) and looking
number one class ring
unstoppable.
company. Stop in and see
"We now know how to win," said
all the reasons Jostens class
Ociepka, because of the overall
rings are #1.
maturhy of the players, more of
them getting involved and they now
understand the system. Depth,
athletic ability, and experience is
ring.
not something Ociepka has to worry
Josten's
about.
55 E. Washington St. Suite 220A
"Everyone on this team has been
Chicago, IL 60602
a key player and everyone has
Ph. (312) 263-3402
fulfilled my expectations," he said.
Josten's -north
Two of his top players are 6-foot5433 W. Addison
Ph. (312) 794-9500
Contin~ad, see "Hubbard" on page 27...

e.

Jostms.

Americas class

su"Brown" onpagL 27 ..
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